
Shelly B.

My boyfriend & I have been patrons of BOGO Tanning for 10 months & are very pleased. They
have so much to offer it's hard not to do it all. I do a lot of what they offer & I love it.
Mel “Mel” Wyand

Shannon O.

I started going here a few years ago and had a couple bad experiences, but the owner was
attentive and positive and won me back. Since there I've been back and love the place. The
employees are friendly and happy and helpful. Marijha Nieto

Dan S.

Needed to tan before heading to vegas for several days. Spray tan looks off to me most of the
time, so figured I'd do a few weeks of tanning. The "low" level beds aren't really even low. They
still got me a great tan and that was only going 2-3 times per week.
Bianca Patrick

Vanessa L.

Great staff ! And, they are adding additional staff to accommodate all the packages they offer.



Izz

Mary J.

I had concerns because I signed up and paid for a package that I was not able to utilize in a
timely manner due to the estheticians full and condensed schedule. I expressed my concern
and the owner reached out to me and understand my pain associated with the scheduling.
Jessica Cummins

Leanna L.

Great place to tan, and other things. Great staff thankyou! Check out their specials, small
parking places but in a popular area.

Robin Farthing

Allexa K.

I was very nervous going to this salon based on the previous company "Island Tanning" and
what my friends were telling me about them. When they did the change over to BOGO, I
decided to give them a shot. I had a medical emergency and was unable to tan for a while. They
understood and canceled my membership which I was so thankful for. I decided as of the last
month to go back to them now that I'm healed.

Love it here



Alejandro Diaz-Cortes

Joe Pearson

I’ve been going here for 6 months no disappointments... convenient hours as well...

Brandi W.

Ok, well I rarely ever take the time to post a review anywhere. A company, customer service,
product or service provided has to really affect me greatly to do so. BOGO Tanning has proven
their worth to myself the consumer since day one of walking in their door. Thankful and happy
customer, Brandi W.
:)

Jennie Fernandez

Been going for YEARS!!! Clean, friendly staff

Gretchen Sumner

Positive: Cleanliness, Value

Cristi Puckett

Tammy Fancher



We love BOGO!

Yesenia R.

I came here for months and did VelaShape treatments followed by Red light therapy sessions. I
did have great results, but you do have to be consistent with your diet, exercise, and treatments
as well. It's not some miracle stuff (those don't exist).

Parrish Danforth

Aubryn Ouska

AWESOME prices, good staff. Owner is awesome

Clay Trumbo

Great red light program

Alicia Junker

Patt T.



I visited the Milwaukie salon with my daughter for a Versa spray tan and was quite satisfied with
the entire experience. The moment we stepped through the doors I was impressed with how

bright and clean the salon was.

Jesse Chase

They have fair prices and clean rooms.

Tabatha Cottis

AMAZING

Michelle Y.

Robin Puderbaugh

Luvn me some warmth

SHELLY HAMILTON (PINK PARTS)

The staff is nice and friendly

Tiffany Kretschmer

Colleen Brookfield Mitchel



I have attended this tanning salon. All I wanted was to tan. I purchased a groupon to tan and
ended up buying a 3 month tanning package for $150. The owner is super friendly.
Viktoriya Ivanchishina

Michelle Youngblood

Service: Tanning
Jenn at the Milwaukie location is such a delight. Always friendly & welcoming. Knows me by my
first name & what bed I like!

Kailyn Villarreal

Service: Laser hair removal
The laser tech is very knowledgeable and personable.
Service: Laser hair removal

Bobbie Franks

Services: Laser hair removal, Tanning
I went here for the purpose of trying the Cryotherapy. I’ve had many spinal surgeries and heard
this procedure might help with my pain. I was amazed how well it helped, 3 min and I felt

K. Ching

Great staff. Wonderful services

Jesse Chase



A Smith

I would never go to a salon for tanning as it is really bad for your skin and increases your risk of
skin cancer. However, I did go to this salon for many LHR sessions and really enjoyed working
with Schyler.B.

A little smaller then other locations so I think during peak season it'll be busy, but today was
slow. Clean.

Genia Groff

Service: Tanning

Edith D.
tualatin location is the best

Jennefer Simmons

Aubryn Ouska

I love all locations of the BOGO tanning. Good prices, kind people, clean and they're very good
about getting you in and out and in decent amount of time. I would recommend this tanning
Salon to anyone!

Patrice Boaden



Great place

Tom Kern

Nice staff, limited bed options

John Desmarteau

Carla is great, that's the main reason I keep coming back.

Michael Kuder

I have been using their laser services for 13 sessions today I had a treat and had a very
professional esthetician who explained why I had some unpleasant sessions in the past. Not
only was the treatment painless it was efficient, early and I will now only book with AJ, TOP
notch

Mai L.

The owner,, she is such a pleasure. But both Paige & Dakota are amazing. They make me feel
like I'm just one of the girls when I come in!

Jennifer C.

I have always had wonderful experiences since my very first visit in 2007! There is no other
place I would go for my tanning, cryotherapy, and med spa needs. Tosha O.



The jon and bec gave me my first job , this company was awesome to work for ! Great
incentives, great pay, fun place to work! Also they always have fresh bulbs , great prices and all
around great place to go !!! Red light therapy is awesome , spray tans are the best , and great
customer service!!! 5 stars

Liz C.

Great services! I have done multiple services at this location, like cryo therapy sessions,
vela-shape body contouring and the most recent, laser hair removal. Very satisfied with the
outcomes.

Andrew S.

Annalisa makes this place really special! She was very knowledgeable and helped with all my
requests. I really enjoyed the diamond level bed that is offered at the Portland location.
Service: Tanning

Kimberly Vollmer

Wallace S.

Moved to Portland earlier this year and started looking for a tanning salon. Ended up at BOGO
Raleigh Hills and I've been going there since. Annalisa and the rest of the staff are super
friendly. Definitely recommend.
Service: Tanning

Katherine L.

I've been tanning for a long time, at countless spas and tanning businesses around the Portland
area, and Christie is probably the friendliest, most genuine and helpful employee I've ever come
across.
Holly H.



I am feeling so much firmer in my problem stomach area and have way more confidence, since
I started getting the Vela shape services if you're looking to see quick results with no downtime
this is definitely for you. Bree got me a great package deal with a flexible schedule to fit my
needs.

Donna V.

BOGO tanning is the best place to TAN. John guyette and Rebecca. Take care of BOGO, they
have the cleanest tanning salon then anywhere else. I've been with them since they built the
tanning salon. They have great people working there it's always fun going there to tan. Have fun
tanning or whatever else you would like to do there

Hannah H.

The ladies at Bogo Tanning always make me feel welcome! The customer service at this
tanning salon is OUTSTANDING! They have the most up-to-date equipment out there and the
place is sparkling clean! Rebecca is the owner, she will hook you up...you can ask her any
questions without being pressured into the hard-sell! Try they cryotherapy, and I LOVE the
red-light treatment, which really helps my Seasonally Affective Disorder.
Linda Springstead

Trista Mountsier

Loved the cute, friendly, funny blonde, Christie. She let me know about packages offered for
cryo, tanning and redlight therapy. Also informed me about other services and benefits. Some
options were a little spendy but she helped me settle for something that worked for me perfectly.

Brian McDevitt



Came and was taken care of and made to feel very welcome. Thx Bogo

Kristin A.

Amazing! I have received laser from several businesses and none have come close to this Bogo
location. Firstly the laser is much stronger than what I've had in the past so the results are top
notch. Schyler is a wonderful technician that is always friendly, professional, and appropriately
fast.

Drew S.

This facility is on top of it when it comes to sanitation and cleanliness. Their beds are really
great. Jasmin was extremely helpful when it came to getting a run down on everything. She is
very knowledgeable as well as an expert with customer service.

Lacey I.

Had some billing issues, John was incredible with how
He handled the situation. Went above and beyond. Would recommend

Elizabeth R.

I've been going to bogo since August. The girl who signed me up was very helpful in answering
all my questions. I even got a couple free gifts! Whenever I'm at bogo which is few times weekly
I'm always greeted and never pressured to purchase anything. At first I didn't like that I had to
send an email to reach anyone pertaining to my membership, however, they were always
prompt at responding to inquiries and if any changes were made they were made the right way.
Charlie Eierman

Great as usual !!

Jenny L.



I feel compelled to leave a review because my experience has been nothing but wonderful.
Shay and Stephanie are so sweet and knowledgeable. I always feel so welcome and love all the
services I receive. Thank you ladies you are amazing.

Krysti H.

I have been going there since they opened, I have always had a great experience from their
staff and their services. I recently had thyroid cancer and was not able to use my account , with
going through therapy i forgot about my payments coming out , I reached out to them on what
could be done ? The owner herself, Rebbeca reached out to me and gave me full credit for time
not used and offered my another service I can enjoy until I am 100% , I was very happy and
relieved not many businesses care about their clients like they do.

Stevie Kohler

Shelby C.

This review is for laser hair removal, I have not had any of their other services done.
I just had my 3rd laser session and I love this place! Skyler, the laser technician is great and so
fast. She gets you engaged in fun, light conversation and then gets all the zapping done while
you're distracted.

Mikey Lee

I love this location great beds, great service! Annalisa always has a smile on her face and very
customer oriented. I highly recommend this location.

Laura Kelly



Annalisa is always lovely & very helpful. I’m newly revisiting tanning again & she has made it a
painless process! I recommend this location & appreciate the sincere customer service.

Robs Bassist

I am a former longtime member of Sunsup. Bogo is infinitely superior. The secret is the staff:
Annalisa is an incredible hostess. Charming, reliable, and exquisitely capable. Highest rating.
No reservations whatsoever!

Lucky Girl



Good place and staff

Richard John Keel (Rick Keel)

One of the best establishment's in Raleigh Hills. Every single employee is very courteous and
always there to answer any questions one might have. Cleanliness on a scale 1 to 10 being
best Bogo Tanning rates 20. I've also bought gift cards for my family, they loved it😎

Laura Rouse Flores

I love coming here and seeing Raine! She is so helpful and even colors with my kids while I tan!

Cindy Coggins

Anthony Ty Wills

It was great Jennikka who helped me was amazing made sure that I knew about every bed and
what would work best for me and what I wanted. And it was just a clean and nice vibes all
around

Dj T.

Once you come to this place you won't go anywhere else TRUST ME as a long time client...this
place ROCKS!!!

Maryann S.



Bogo Tanning is the best tanning place I've ever been to! Excellent staff and owners, great
service and prices! I highly recommend this place. Mikayla is great and got a great deal on her
car from carfordable.

Peter Z.

My Wife and I recently received a month worth of tanning at BOGO in Milwaukie. Upon walking
in, we were impressed by the cleanliness of the location and friendliness of the staff. We
enjoyed our month so much that we decided to continue our membership on our own. The
number of services are comprehensive, their beds, clean and maintained and best of all the staff
is friendly, helpful and eager to help you have an enjoyable experience.
Peter

Christopher Newell

Hailey J.

Amazing customer service, and honestly can't beat their prices. The salon is always upbeat and
happy and willing to do anything to make me happy. Not only are they a tanning salon but also a
med spa which makes getting all my favorite services done in one stop!!! Like a little slice of
Hawaii!

Lindsay S.

Cheyenne is such a kind person and always talks to me in a cheerful way. I love coming into this
salon for the sole purpose of her being there. Cheyenne always makes my experience
awesome and I don't ever have to sit there and wait around she is always so on it! Definitely will
be going to this salon for awhile.

Murphy W.



Love this place! Professional and courteous staff top off the great service I've received.
Cheyenne is amazing! I'll continue to make this my GoTo for sure!

Kimberly Vollmer

Awesome

Nadia VanWetten

Positive: Value
Great value for the month to month tanning option. Clean and good atmosphere. Customer
service is amazing. Convenient location with Fred Meyer and liquor store nearby.
Service: Tanning

Joanne VanWart

Highly recommended

Randy

I was visiting Portland from Canada when I decided to stop by Bogo tanning to get a bit of
tanning in. I am fairly new to tanning but the girl working Annalisa was able to answer all of my
questions and help me find the tanning bed and the duration that was best suited for my skin
and the results I was looking for. This location was very clean and well maintained. I will
definitely visit again!
Service: Tanning

Grace S.



I love this tanning salon, I haven't been in this last week but when I saw Jennifer a few weeks
ago she was so helpful she sold me some new lotion to try and got me in and out quickly. the
beds were clean and it had a beachy vibe to it :) I love feeling like I'm in the sun when it's winter
thank you Jennifer

Marta Dahlstrom

Positive: Cleanliness, Professionalism, Punctuality, Quality, Value

Kay Clayton

Best place to tan! I've been many places to tan. This is by far is the best. Staff is super friendly
and salon is really clean.

Buddy Goad

Great customer service!

Magicka M.

I come here for laser hair removal and Abby is amazing! She is very professional and makes me
feel comfortable especially since she has to treat the more intimate areas. The pricing is very
reasonable here and well worth it. All the laser techs make sure to work as efficiently as they
can and try to cover more area within the timeframe purchased.

CrysNCass O'Brien

Ritchie B.



Stephanie ROCKS! Great place to Tan and other things as well to makenus look and feel great!
Thanx BOGO!

Ana C.

I definitely recommend this business. People that have left shitty reviews probably approached
their situation in a shitty manner. I believe if you are polite and explain yourself, people are more
receptive. And I definitely appreciated this business' upbeat attitude and pleasant demeanor.

Jessica Guarente

Emily R.

Overall, I feel good about the whole overall experience. This is great place. Jon and Becca
Guyette
are genuinely the best business owners (hands down) I have ever had to deal with since moving
to Portland. Go to BOGO tanning you will not be sorry you did!!!!

Donald Keno

Sidra Sin

Amazing...very swift in/out service. Purchased.a Groupon for.tanning at this salon and am.glad i
did...ladies there are knowledgeable...great lotion knowledge and great knowledge of the facility
and equipment as well.
Angelina Muhoberac



Cool staff always friendly

Sharleen Parrino

Awesome going back tomorrow!
Excited to see results over time!:)

Sarah P.

This place really cares about their customers. I had a couple of issues with Bogo, and
management reached out to me very quickly to take care of it. They made it a point to make
sure that they heard everything and to fix the problem above and beyond my expectations! I am
more than impressed!

Shanna Kristine G.

after a recent issue regarding my account, i have changed my opinion on BOGO as the owner
was extremely helpful and considerate of our complaints. if you have similar problems, i would
highly recommend going to the owner!

Jerry Orlando

Good deals

Kent Steinmetz (Stein)

Amazing place ☺

Stephanie Lawry



Stephanie M.

Bogo tanning has exceeded my expectations of service. There was a little misunderstanding on
my part and Jon was very quick to respond to me and explained to me what had happened and
we cleared it all up in a very professional and quick way. He is very courteous and sincere. Mac
Mixxed

🔥🔥🔥

Krissi B

David Fisher

The best place I've ever tanned people are always friendly I try to tan two to three nights a week
normally get there late just before they're closing but they're always willing to accommodate five
stars for me.

Jeanie N.

The owners reached out to me personally and called me to apologize for my poor experience in
the past. They credited me back for my sessions and followed up to make sure that when I
arrived that I was satisfied.
Todd Rouse

Nice friendly staff and clean environment.

L. K.



Mandy Shields

Shanatha was great and I will be there the next 3 months for great skin!

Murphy W.

Love this place! Professional and courteous staff top off the great service I've received.
Cheyenne is amazing! I'll continue to make this my GoTo for sure!

Grace S.

I love this tanning salon, I haven't been in this last week but when I saw Jennifer a few weeks
ago she was so helpful she sold me some new lotion to try and got me in and out quickly. the
beds were clean and it had a beachy vibe to it :) I love feeling like I'm in the sun when it's winter
thank you Jennifer

Magicka M.

I come here for laser hair removal and Abby is amazing! She is very professional and makes me
feel comfortable especially since she has to treat the more intimate areas. The pricing is very
reasonable here and well worth it.Ritchie B.

Stephanie ROCKS! Great place to Tan and other things as well to makenus look and feel great!
Thanx BOGO!

Ana C.



I moved here from LA - and have had a hard time replacing all of the vendors I used. BOGO
Tanning is the 2nd business I tried - and now 6 months later, I have the diamond membership, I
have a handful of VelaShape sessions, and I have a handful of Red Light Therapy sessions! I
believe the store managers name is Stephanie - she is beyond GREAT and super helpful and
knowledgeable (she recommended a tanning lotion to me and I LOVE it).
Anna H.

Love the staff!! Rebecca is awesome and always helping!!! The equipment is kept clean and in
working order. I have upgraded my package to the vela-shape and am loving the results!!

Vanessa D.

I have had all of my lazer hair removal done here, just about everything except my head. I am
very happy with the results. It is one of the best investments I have made. Additionally, Bogo is
competitively priced and courteous to their customers. Brittany C.

Best place to tan, with the best variety. Tons of lay down beds, two different red light therapies,
a stand up, and versa spa! Great hardworkers, Stephanie Aubrey and Rebecca are so sweet!

Natalie C.

This company has really turned around under the new owners. They have great customer
service, amazing laser hair technicians, and friendly staff.
Pat McDonald Bryan McLean

BOGO tanning is the best tanning place in the state to tan!! prices are very competitive and staff
is so friendly.. Jenn with 2 N's is a pleasure to deal with!! go here you will feel better and look
good!!
Services: Tanning, Red light therapy, Sunbed tanning

Christina Veazie



Kristina Hernandez

There is a reason I keep coming back to this company all the way from Vancouver... and it's
because quality.. I've never had actual noticeable, long results from any at home treatment or
from another salon. It's been life changing!

Zachary Packard

Jenn C is the best, friendly and great!

Leslie Cantero

I went on Sunday and had a lovely experience. The girl who helped me had blonde hair but I
didn’t catch her name. She was very pleasant and informative about different products and
options available if I wanted to upgrade . I love getting a tan here!
Services: Skin treatments, Body waxing, Tanning, UV tanning

Connie Kile

They take such good care of me at Bogo. She always remembers me by name and encourages
me toward reaching my wellness goals. I recommend BOGO to anyone who is interested in
tanning or med spa procedures. Their staff and atmosphere is unparalleled.

Kristina Hernandez

Jennifer Cristofolo



I have always had wonderful experiences since my very first visit in 2007! There is no other
place I would go for my tanning, cryotherapy, and med spa needs. The staff and med techs are
friendly, knowledgeable, and welcome me with a smile every time I visit the salon.. I highly
recommend Bogo!

Cindy Dav

They we're awesome and I loved my first tanning!

Rhianna Semm

Andrea DeWhitt (Dre)

Love this tanning salon. I love all of the different options you have for self care. Cryoskin
treatments, uv tanning beds, spray tans and more. Nicole is an awesome employee. She is so
kind, helpful and has excellent customer service skills. Definitely knows how to make customers
want to return again with her positive good vibe energy.

Todd Rouse

McKayla is informed and genuinely friendly! Always remembers my name and number!

Dara DeMonte

Love everyone here!!

Seary Harnden



Jody Fliedner

Kylie and Jen are very helpful, friendly and knowledgeable. Recommended

Trista Mountsier

Love the blonde, Christie. She set me up with a tanning and red light therapy subscription that
works well with my budget and free time to come enjoy the services!

Terrie Bryce

Love the place and employees

Heather Keehn

Positive: Cleanliness, Professionalism
Very clean and super helpful staff. Laura is always pleasant and very helpful!
Service: Tanning

Katherine Skinner

I’m a certified coach & educator in the health/wellness field with experience in several of the
modalities offered by BOGO.
Heather S.

Tami is amazing and professional. Her laser treatments are by far the best! She is highly
recommended! :D



Erin T.

I just had my first microdermabrasion treatment and I couldn't be be happier with the results.
The staff were extremely helpful and went above and beyond to make sure I felt comfortable
and taken care of. Really good prices too.

Jake D.

This is the place to Tan! I came here with a friend once many years ago and got my first tan. I
never left. They have the best of everything and are super friendly. BOGO IS WHERE ITS AT!

Mark B.

I wanted to start tanning before leaving for Mexico in a few weeks and heard a lot of good things
about this place. When I first got there I noticed that the place was clean and the staff was
friendly and helpful. They showed me around and answered all my questions.
Jen S.

The quality of the equipment produces long lasting results with half the effort. I use to tan at
another chain and had to go all the time and I swear it took forever to get tan and didn't last. The
staff is friendly and ACTUALLY knows what they're talking about.
Shelley J.

I have have been tanning for many many years. I enjoy the relaxing and fun atmosphere here. I
really love the spray tan as my base tanning and here at BOGO in Tualatin the spray tans are
amazing.
Coco L.



I have been a customer with this company for 3 yrs. I went to several locations and have not
been totally satisfied with the service. Recently renewed my contract at this location met the
manager named Alex. He was nice, professional and sincere.
Destinee T.

I have tried a lot of different tanning salons & BOGO is by far the best. Best customer care,
experience & prices! John was absolutely amazing!Sue Arthur

The rooms are always clean and accessible
Service: Tanning

Tara K.

This is a great tanning salon. Friendly staff and the owner is great! I was a little underwhelmed
by the look of the beds but after tanning in them I've completely changed my mind as they tan
SO much better than some of the fancier beds I've used in other salons. Tom C.

Fair prices, very knowledgeable technicians, & many options for skin care & tanning. Highly
recomended.

Molly M.

I had always been very skeptical of this random strip mall tanning salon but was always
interested by the BOGO deal... After canceling my membership at a different chain of salons I
decided to check this spot out. They have the newer VersaSpa machine, which is must faster
and leaves you dryer than the old one- it was also one of the darker and more even spray tans I
had gotten.
Sheryl Malm

Place is EXCELLENT - great customer service, always spotless...Highly Recommend



Service: Tanning

Bradley B.

I randomly chose Bogo Tanning to get a base for a vacation. Then, I met Bogo's Caysha and
Stephanie who in my opinion both have the equivalent of a PHD in skin! And believe me, at first
I validated their claims on sites like the Mayo Clinic, National Institutes of Health because I was
concerned about tanning and my skin health.
Because of Caysha and Stephanie's expert knowledge and continuous education, I now feel
totally comfortable with tanning per their tanning "prescription"-- and no more. And their
expertise is only made possible with Bogo's huge investment in the highest tech "high pressure"
tanning beds available that gently tan you without any chance of burning. These are not your
"tan mom's" beds and the entire Bogo team will educate you, so you can feel good about
looking great!
Caysha also convinced me to further invest in my skin care with Bogo's "red light" skin
revitalizing bed that encourages your body to naturally produce enzymes, elastin fibers, and
collagen.
Plus Bogo has tons of other services, Stephanie turned me on to a brand new cryogenic
machine, making pain dissolve away plus lots of other incredible benefits and leveraged by
professional athletes for years.
There are lots of tanning salon choices in the PDX area, but believe me, EXPERT PEOPLE
make the BOGO ADVANTAGE and THE BEST CHOICE. People like Stephanie in Tualatin,
Travin in Oregon City, Caysha in Raleigh Hills and everyone at Bogo really, really care about
you as a person and your skin health, making you not only look great, but ensuring your skin
healthier than ever before... and healthy skin is NOT just younger "looking" skin, it really IS
younger skin!

Gina George

Services: Skin treatments, Tanning, UV tanning
Kristina is great she helped me and my sister absolutely wonderful

Cyndi Allison

Spa is so clean and inviting!
Dakota is so amazing and helpful as to fitting schedules and treatments that fit your needs.



Paige is an absolute gem. She is extremely professional and knowledgeable. She is gentle and
will know exactly what to do to allow you to achieve your goals.
Susan is the top of her trade. Ashlee Neal

Bethany Kinder

Service: Spray tanning
I have been a member at Bogo for a couple of months, and I can’t say enough about the
amazing staff at the Tualatin location. Dakota is friendly, thorough & knowledgeable about the
packages, anticipates my needs, answers questions confidently, gives great advice on how to
get the perfect spray tan, and keeps the salon pristinely clean. She truly does make you feel
welcome and comfortable!
Thanks for keeping me tan into the winter this year!

Logan Kinder

The new Tualatin location is fantastic and shout out to Dakota for always taking great care of
everyone!

Amber Hunt

I have been going there for 2 years. Dakota and Suzan are the best. Always prepared with big
smiles.

Teresa Parsons

Service: Spray tanning
Dakota is the most helpful person!! Love going to BOGO! Thank you for your help.

Sue McDonald



Dakota is awesome

Jaclyn Bell

Christie at the Milwaukie location demonstrated high quality customer service and displayed a
positive attitude while juggling her work flow. She created a delightful atmosphere. Thank you so
much girl!

Blaine Rowland

Service: Tanning
The staff is always polite and very professional.
all the rooms are always clean and spotless
all equipment looks almost brand new. rarely have to wait more than a few minutes.
convenient location and lots of parking

Emily Usselman

Service: Skin treatments
Christie is a asset to Bogos always kind as well as know
knowledgeable with using Cryothearpy machine as well as the lumni bed

Michael Weston

Michelle Youngblood

Service: Tanning
Jenn at the Milwaukie location is such a delight. Always friendly & welcoming. Knows me by my
first name & what bed I like!



Kurt Gaffney

Service: Tanning
Jenn is simply the best.Jonny you did good on hiring her

Kellie Showalter

Services: Tanning, UV tanning
I go to the Milwaukie market place location everyone is so friendly! Jenn, I see her often and I’m
always greeted with her bright smile and friendliness.

POISON FROG

Service: Skin treatments
Christi is the best! She is very knowledgeable about all the products and services!

Laurie Schanze

Services: Skin treatments, Tanning, Red light therapy, Sunbed tanning
Love tanning here as well as the various other options available. Christie is the best!

Deborah Caldwell

My first time here I was greeted by a young spunky, energetic, and very outgoing pretty young
woman. It was about to close. But she said c,mon in. She hooked me up with monthly tan
packet and lotion. She even took me on a tour even though she could have locked up and went
home.
Rylie Baye



Service: Tanning
Absolutely love bogo! Best quality tanning beds, amazing cryo and really great staff! Miranda
from Milwaukee is always such a gem

Justin Otterson

I have been going to the Tualatin BOGO location for a couple of years now, family run business
that treats you like family. Great staff all around, clean environment and a shout out to Dakota
for her awesomeness!

Rebekkah Thompson

Service: Tanning
I love BOGO tanning. Dakota is amazing she always is so helpful and remembers the little
things. I so appreciate her! Lots of love!

Hailey Gordon

dakota (re)introduced me to the tanning world and was so sweet and kind! she told me
everything i need to know and recommended the best products that i now love! <3

Caitlin Rankin

Dakota and Susan are the best! Always so nice and welcoming

Eryn Burgess

Service: Spray tanning
Quick & easy sunless tanning! Dakota is awesome

Jenny Toman



Services: Tanning, UV tanning

A Google User

Services: Tanning, UV tanning, Red light therapy, Spray tanning
I just love my dark, even, timeless spray tan from the Versa at BOGO Tanning-Miranda can help
you buy a monthly membership!

Majida Nazzal

Service: Laser hair removal
I have the best experiance there..The employees and the owner, Rebecca doing a good job of
making thier client satisfied and happy..all of u there try this place and u will come back again for
more..they have the best deals in the area good job beautiful Rebecca

Donna Vian

Jennifer Colucci

Service: Tanning
Love my girl dakota she introduced me to spray tans and I love MINE SO SO SO MUCH
#lovetanning

Charlie Eierman

Service: Tanning
I really enjoy my experience @ the Milwaukee location. Jenn is awesome, very professional and
friendly. Very well organized and does a great job keeping the beds clean !



Brittnee Deitz

The staff here is so friendly and accommodating. Great experience overall. Good luck, Sadie!

KF R

Services: Tanning, UV tanning, Sunbed tanning, Spray tanning
Jen at Milwaukie is so great! She's knowledgeable helpful and always welcomes me with a big
smile on her face each time I visit. She makes it feel like I am with friends.

Mai Anh Lewis

Service: Tanning
Been coming to BOGO for over 2 years and I love everything that is offered here. The tanning
beds are good quality and the med spa has so many awesome options. I love the staff here too.
They are super friendly and helpful. When I get to see the owner, Rebecca, she is such a
pleasure.
Michal Parcher

Red light is AMAZING!! She’s such a sweet heart and really is able to answer all my questions, I
love how welcome she makes me feel (all the girls there do:) Highly recommend BOGO in
Tualatin! Go in and ask for Dakota:)

Tosha Obsession

I highly recommend coming here! Great service, everyone that works here is super helpful and
will always accommodate your needs, shout out to Jon ,she is always so helpful and gives great
advice on how to achieve the best results. And always greets you with a smile :) JON, BEC, and
the BOGO TEAM are AWESOME love going here.

Lash Lady



I had a really excellent experience at this location. Dakota gave great customer service.

Kristina Hernandez

Mac M.

Services: Tanning, Red light therapy
By far the best tanning salons out there. If you haven’t been to any of the Bogo locations I’d
recommend this one along with any of the others. Best service, best beds best prices. It’s Bogo
or No-go!

Jennikka Rowland

Services: Skin treatments, Laser hair removal, Tanning, UV tanning, Red light therapy
I just popped into Bogo tanning to get my mom a month tanning pkg, 6 mths later i have had red
light therapy done which has completely now removed hyperpigmentation on my face, acne
scars on my face and scars i have always been self conscious about on my arm. I am now
almost completely hairless on my body. That alone has changed my daily routine so
significantly, what used to be a 30 min shower a day is only 10 min now. Ive been getting cryo
slimming and toning. In 46 yrs Ive never liked my body especially my stomach after having kids
stretch marks and loose skin Ive never been able to tone. I wore a crop top the other day for the
1st time in my life. I love my body now and I can’t wait for the summer to show it off. The staff is
also friendly and very attendant to me. My whole family comes here now it’s a family owned
company and I know them all personal now Bogo Tanning has been a life changer for me. I
would recommend them to anyone very passionately, thank you Bogo Tanning, tualatin,
Portland and Milwaukee locations for changing my life for the better

N. S.

I loved dropping in at the Milwaukee location of BOGO recently! One of my favorite Estheticians
from Tualatin was there with a big greeting for me! It was like a mini celebration! Everyone was



great and the place was immaculate, like always! I've been a client for many years and I am
very happy to see this business doing so well!

Tonya Hammond

Friendly and professional customer service. The ladies are always eager to help, and service is
superb!!

Jennifer and Gene Allen

Christie Thorington

Best med spa and tanning around town

Cari Ramirez

Service: Tanning
Great Spa!

Tassi Wilder
Services: Laser hair removal, Tanning

Shelle G.

Clean, friendly and helpful. Love this place. Thanks for the great base tan for my trip!!! I look
forward to coming back when I return! If you have any questions, ask Caysha..she is fab!!!

Ana L.



Impressed! The staff today went out of there way to take care of my situation and resolved all
concerns. The new technician Tammy is great. I will continue to send friends and family!

Taylor J.

I decided to get my first spray tan here after seeing a deal on Groupon. I was nervous and
somehow didn't hear the beep telling me to turn. When I realized I'd messed up I started
panicking and the woman at the desk was just so nice.
Mary R.

I've had the best experience here. The beds are always working and clean! The place is open
during the hours posted. The staff is amazing.
Shanatha is the best, helpful, friendly, answers all your questions and loves getting tan to! I did
upgrade my package and it was worth it !!!

Jerry O.

My partner and I went to get a good base tan before a sunny vacation. Unlike other places,
whose sales pitch made us feel like we were shopping for a cell phone plan, Marjorie at Bogo
Raleigh Hills told us about a Groupon and made the whole thing easy. We upgraded and bought
some products because she gave us such good service.
Great deal, nice place.

Anson S.

I have been trying to figure out something for my wife and her birthday, thought I would stop by
to see what I could get or do. A lady named Annisa? Annalise? She helped me get my brain
around what I could afford. Amazing help! Made me feel like my other half will be in good hands.

Shanatha Marie



Leah G.

Bogo tanning salon is a great place to go if you're looking for a quality tanning experience. The
staff is friendly and knowledgeable, and they offer a wide variety of tanning options to choose
from. They also have state-of-the-art equipment that will give you a beautiful, even tan every
time. Plus, their prices are very reasonable, so you can get a great tan without breaking the
bank.

Nancy C.

Just want to say how fabulous Jon the owner is. He took a situation and really turned it around. I
felt heard and valued. It is rare these days to find a company that really cares about their
customers. I would recommend BOGO to anyone looking for a quality tan.

Elizabeth T.

Love Bogo Tanning! Caysha is fantastic! She is personable, welcoming and knowledgeable. A
great place to go if you want 15 minutes of relaxation and rejuvenation in their red light therapy
bed.

Stephanie F.

I would give 6 stars if I could! This location and more importantly the manager Caysha are both
wonderful! I went in to buy a package and had no idea what I was looking at. I explained my
wants and skin concerns and she helped me out. The red light is absolutely amazing! This salon
is also very clean. Its the right decision to choose this salon.

Marina Mary
Service: Tanning



Kimberly Vollmer

Services: Skin treatments, Tanning
I've been through a few different tanning experience and I absolutely love this location and staff.
Since day 1, I was treated with respect and all my questions were always answered. I've felt
very self conscious about my body all my life and this time was no different or so I thought. That
quickly changed due to there non judgmental personalities. Each employee had ultimately
helped me to feel good about myself. They walked me through spray tanning and some of the
tricks they had learned. See you all soon.

Scott Keyser

Service: Tanning
Great service. Enjoy the relax time.

ARGS Affordable

Service: Skin treatments
I love this place. I don't feel like a customer, I feel like family. They take such good care of me. I
get a LOT of compliments on my skin and I owe it to BOGO. Their membership prices make
having fabulous skin affordable and doable. I highly recommend them.

Patricia Gregory

Service: Tanning
The people that work there are really great and it's a very clean place. The only draw back is
since the virus they have changed their hour and close to early. But 7pm might be fine for
others? Good prices on packages and they have the latest style beds ect. This was from 2021.
UPDATE. Still living it here, but want to give a worker there named Christy for having patience
with me when I come in about 10min. Before closing.
Thank you again if you read this? Not enough stars to rate you!!!



Ella Mooers
Service: Tanning

Tanya Vaden

Services: Skin treatments, Teeth whitening, Tanning
I love Bogo for their tanning beds, cleanliness, availability to tan and hardly ever have to wait.
I’ve been a customer for over 10 years because they offer a great program all year long. The
staff is always friendly too.

Amanda Gogas

Service: Tanning
I started tanning prior to a trip to Hawaii to get married… Makayla makes that place feel pretty
special. She is so kind and knowledgeable and for that reason I will continue to tan.

Rebecca Guyette

Service: Tanning
The Tan and Versa Spa cocktail tan is PERFECT. I am super tan always :-)

Steve Pontius
Service: Tanning

Janet Robbins

Great place lots of service at one place very knowable staff



Brooke D.

My skin is glowing and I look great, so in turn, I have more energy. Their salon is clean and it's a
fast in and out so it doesn't take a huge chunk of time from my day. This place is really
convenient and affordable if you get the right package. I love it!

Jazmin A.

They have the best new bed The Velocity 1000 that I love that it uses blue light technology to
tan. Caysha is so knowledgeable and she always hooks up the deals!

Mac C.

The manager, Caysha will always take great care of you!

Parker M.
PLEASE READ: Great staff, great location. Was helped by a wonderful girl named Stephanie L.
who guided me through a full tour of this quaint little facility. Very friendly and relaxing
experience would recommend to all friends and family.

Alexiss R.

This is my favorite tanning salon they have amazing deals its super clean and the ladies
working are super friendly

Mariah M.

After going to a couple of different tanning salons I fell in love with this one! The staff are very
helpful and ensured to give me the best advice and lotion that helps me retain my tan and not
BURN! Plus the beds are super clean! Definitely recommend!!



Rebecca B.

My experience at BOGO has exceeded my expectations for the past couple of years thanks to
Olivia who raves about how good the products were. She was able to make me a custom
package that worked for my needs. Thank u bogo team and Olivia.

Bethany N.

Everyone here is so kind and helpful! No joke--it's like the best customer service, which is
surprising for a tanning place. I got a great price on spray tans and they offer a bunch of other
services. I can't wait to try the cryotherapy (thank that's what it's called!)

Cindi L.

This is the by far the Best place to get your tan on!! When I come here I'm treated like a Queen.
I typically go into the Diamond Bed which gives me a beautiful perfect tan like I was on vacation
The owners are wonderful people who care about their customers.

Rick Z.

I've been tanning there over a year now. Very clean and nice place. The people the are
amazing. Always friendly, always cleaning. Taylor is amazing she is so nice and good at what
she does. Always gets me in and out quickly. Very good Employee. Give her a raise!!!!! Rick
zollman

Jodi S.

I won't go anywhere else now other than bogo because I feel like they just want your money
where with bogo they make you feel like family.

Scott Keyser



Sheldon S.

Taylre Got me a rockin deal on a membership that fit my needs . And she was very helpful and
awesome I'll definitely be coming back, And staying at this salon location for a long time!!!! oh
and she's gorgeous !!. Thank you Taylre!!!

McKayla B.

I say go here if you are wanting to feel beautiful when you leave ! Spray tans are so fast! And
your aren't orange or streaky your glowing bronze !

Amy G.

Love this location! The staff makes you feel like family. The deals they offer are by far the best
anywhere I've found. The med spa has top of the line Machines and Technician's. I highly
recommend going to bogo tanning and med spa to everyone.

Sam O.

I just want to say how I love this location. The new Happyvalley location is so chic . The girls
and they are so nice and I even get to see the owner herself and her husband. it's always nice
seeing owners come in to their businesses and remembering people they know me by first
name and it's just a warm welcoming they always give including all their staff

Jenn bunny

Jade Thelin



Great staff and awesome facility. Very clean and professional.

Doreen R.

The spray tanning booth was super easy because mckayla helped me every step of the way.
The store was spotless and I was very impressed. I highly recommend this store and won't go
anywhere else!

Trent S.

I gained knowledge and will be coming back as a regular client. The Salon was amazing,
spotless and smelt incredible, but again Tayler really did a great job.
EVERYONE CHECK THIS PLACE OUT

Kari C.

Great place to relax and grab some sun. Friendly faces welcome you to a little vacation. So
much more than just tanning. Great beds and good prices.

Lisa Crawford

Christie Thorington

I absolutely love every location they each have there own special services! I absolutely love the
cryotherapy services like the cryo skin works so good I really noticed a huge difference!! Thank
you BOGO tanning

McKayla Bryant



Very clean salon, the staff is very friendly and helpful, this is the only salon I’ll ever tan at , never
a long wait, and give great deals! And the month to month membership is the best! I tan and
spray here, and I always leave feeling beautiful!

Elizabeth Esqueda

I could not hold back the opportunity to sign up and try it out , my first week I noticed the
difference and I came back to add more services because of the B.O.G.O offers . The staff
genuinely take they’re time to explain the process and everything that goes with the experience!
I can’t wait to come back and sign up for more !!!

Rachael O'Connr

Very clean and Mckayla was so sweet and helpful. Definitely recommend

Donna Davis

Amazing atmosphere employee was very helpful and explain in detail about the cryogenic
machine loved it and will be going back for sure

Daniela Daniela

I've been in a few times now, and each time is a pleasurable experience. The ladies are very
sweet! I absolutely love the vibe of this location!

amanda davis

Very friendly and helpful staff and great price they really work with you :)

Jerm J.



I love this Spa in location I have tried various ones in the past my favorite was Sun's up until I
came to this one at this location will not go to any other one besides this one it's amazing highly
recommended. I wouldn't go to any other one even if I live 30 miles away! try it out and you will
see why I gave it a 5star rating!

Niki Roe

Vicki C.

The salon is nice and always clean. It's easy to get in and out. Which is important to me!! They
are competitively priced and the hours are good. You won't regret choosing BOGO salon. They
have all your beauty desires all under one roof. The owners care about their customers. You
may check in with a number but your not treated as one. Your treated with respect and that's
hard to find anywhere these days!!

Maxine Thorington

Brooke Vaille

Inviting and clean space!! All beds are clean and high quality! The red light bed is amazing,
there’s a stand up red light “bed” too!! Super friendly and helpful staff as well!! I am so glad ti
have found this place!!

Ashley Hart Lobdell

Service: Tanning
Love this location and Milwaukie. Clean and nice staff. Great tanning beds.



McKayla Bryant
Service: Tanning

Dara DeMonte

Love this place try all the services especially the laser hair removal

Xpresso 2 U

Service: Tanning
Best bulbs in town. Love the staff. Clean and comfy.

Judy Greco

Service: Tanning
Awesome place to get all your med spa need meet, wonderful group of people to work with♡ if
your not happy about something just let them know about it, they want you to be happy get your
BOGO on!!

Monica Sandoval

Janet Robbins

Great staff

Theresa Beland



Longtime member (2015) with ongoing medical issues. So Grateful that Bogotanning allows
members to suspend / temporary freeze account when needed for medical issues. The
management (John) is very kind & energizing, there to make sure your needs are met so your
honestly HAPPY with your salon experience! I LOVE tanning here! Highly recommend! Thank
you John for all you do !! YOU ROCK!!

Stephanie L.

Zarpana Wahab

Service: Laser hair removal
Positive: Cleanliness, Professionalism, Punctuality
This place is very clean and friendly. Staffs are very knowledgeable. I am going back to this
place again for my treatment.

Shelby Petreny

Awesome company, red light bed has truly done wonders!

Kylie Allaire

Positive: Quality
Very outgoing and very educated on everything in the store, my close friend tan and works here
! 10/10

Tainted Ros3s

Service: Skin treatments
Positive: Professionalism



My moms tanned there a long time, and works there. I have used red light multiple times and
have seen amazing results! Highly recommend.

Morgan Creason

Services: Skin treatments, Teeth whitening, Laser hair removal, Tanning, Microblading
Positive: Cleanliness, Professionalism, Quality, Value

B. C.

Love them!!

Nicole Tarro

Very sweet and walked out feeling rejuvenate

Tabatha Cottis

Best Tanning Ever! Cryotherapy Rocks!

Jennifer Hughes

There are always so nice! Clean and friendly with good prices

Lori Mohr

Clean, friendly staff, pleasant experience

Kim Dupre



Nice staff great prices. Just remember no refunds. Even if your from out of state on vacation.
And can't get in before you leave.

R C3

Tanning salon like no other Red light Therapy Cryotherapy and much more I Recommend this
tanning Salon

Nikki A.

Rebecca and Jon are outstanding people. They have always cared about my happiness and
satisfaction each and every time I come in. The salon is always clean and inviting with friendly
faces there to great you as you walk through the door. They genuinely care about their
customers happiness and will do everything they can to make ensure that you enjoyed your visit
and make you wanting to come back. Highly recommend!!!!! 10/10!

Holly H.

Best Bang For Your Buck in Town hands down! I had to come in kind of down and depressed
but I was greeted by Nicole and She was so happy to help, and she was determined to turn my
frown upside down. That's when I added the Red Light service, it's crazy what a difference it has
made not only to my scars but to the overall look of my skin firmer then ever! Who doesn't want
that?

Marie Antoinette Cipriani

Positive: Professionalism

Jessica R.

Okay! First of all - A SAUNA?! I'm so excited to have upgraded my membership to be able to



not only tan but also have some R&R in the sauna. What a better way to wrap up a day. Brie
and John have been so helpful in explaining my options, working with me to fit my needs and
really looking out for my best interest. So glad for this new location.

Corrin Shale

Ellis J.

I love "Bogo tanning". The staff was super friendly and always have a smile on their face. I was
going on a vacation to Mexico and needed to get a tan before my trip, and they offered me a
great deal with their tanning beds and Cryotherapy.
The salon was very clean and pleasant every time!
I would highly recommend this place to my friend.

Kathy V.

Long time customer! Love this place. Awesome owner. Beds are excellent
We used to go to Tan Republic so happy we switched.

Jeanne M.

I had two really great micro derm and micro needling from Claudia. She is a very talented
technician.

Charles D.

I went the first time with my wife. Now I go all the time. I tan once a week, I do Cryo Therapy 3-4
times per week and VelaShape once per week. The staff is always courteous. The aesthetician,
Claudia is great. The salon is stylish and clean. I consider it a great value for the money and
would recommend it to anyone.



Crystal Brady

Michael S.

What I enjoy most about this company is how well the employees treat customers. It always
feels like you're walking into a friends house. The rooms are always clean, beds freshly wiped
down, and the teams are quick to fix any issues. I've been beyond surprised with the "customers
first" approach they take.

Courtney W.

This place is amazing. We went in to get versa spray tans for a wedding (and we're having a
horrible day) and they really did everything they could to give us the perfect tan. If you're looking
for an even, sunless tan that DOES NOT turn orange or streaky, go here! They're helpful and
informative - we got exactly what we needed.

Stephanie Lawry

So great!

Janet R.

Love this place everyone is very friendly and professional quick in and out the best spray tan
around last longer then any other I've try red light thearphy wounderfull for your skin try the
microderm it makes your face feel so good and the lipolight get ride of all that extra fat with no
down time they also have vanquish it also get rid of that stubborn fat 4 great location you gotta
try it great deals and they have tanning beds too spoil yourself with a spa day they offer other
services call the and make anppointment you will love it

Donald Koch



Very pleasant.

Jacqueline P.

If you are trying to decide where to go, this is definitely the place to choose if quality is
mandatory to you! The owners and the staff are the very best in customer service. The salpn is
ALWAYS clean and they always have everything you need available. The prices are great and
they offer tons of the latest beauty treatments.

Caite F.

Today I went in with my bestie to get a package, the sweetest girl helped us out! Her name was
Hannah and she was an angel. You can tell she adores her job and is really great with people.
She has amazing customer service skills, while being genuine. Nothing about her was fake!
She's amazing and the beds are awesome!

Aaron Goodman

Good place!

Peter Z.

Outstanding salon. At first we're reluctant to start tanning again but after another typical gray
Oregon Winter, we received a one month membership and decided to put it to use. From the
moment we walked in, I was impressed by the cleanliness of the salon and the friendliness of
the staff. The beds were clean and all the bulbs work and they looked very well-maintained. The
salon has many services, most of which we have not utilized but we were so impressed that we
decided to continue on our membership on our own. The staff is friendly and extremely helpful
and the prices are very reasonable. This business is run like businesses when I was a kid
friendly, fair and willing to take care of the customer. I would highly recommend, if you're in the
market, to try Bogo



Tamela Arnold

Andrea Flack

Super nice girls and great deals.

Emily R.

Overall, I feel good about the whole overall experience. This is great place. Jon and Becca
Guyette are genuinely the best business owners (hands down) I have ever had to deal with
since moving to Portland. Go to BOGO tanning you will not be sorry you did!!!!

Anjie Balan

Love this place and McKayla is the best n so helpful and a great attitude !!!!

Connie K.

They take such good care of me at Bogo. She always remembers me by name and encourages
me toward reaching my wellness goals. I recommend BOGO to anyone who is interested in
tanning or med spa procedures. Their staff and atmosphere is unparalleled.

Kf R.

Jen is FANTASTIC! She always has a giant smile on her face whenever I come in is welcoming
knowledgeable and very helpful. She makes it feel like I am with friends and offers everything I
need each time I come in to make it the best visit possible.



Melissa S.

I had a bad experience but the owner Rebecca called me today and made everything right and
was very friendly. I appreciate that they called me and took care of me. I would recommend this
company cause the owners do care about there clients and want to make things right.

Kari C.

The staff is so friendly. The salon is very clean and inviting. I love having so many options
besides tanning. The prices are fair and the hours are convenient.

Lisa D.

I highly recommend Cyroskin and microdermabrasion. Cyroskin gave me dramatic results for a
very noninvasive experience. I will definitely be returning.

Sam O.

I love bogo tanning I've been a customer for years and I always take care of me the girls are
always so nice in there Milwaukie is one of my favorite because it's close to my house and it's
convenient and their hours are nice

Trista P.

I'm a new customer here an so far it's my new favorite place to tan the beds work well very
clean and attentive. the stuff are amazing especially jordan guyette she was very helpful nice
knew about all the products she Was awesome she really went over an beyond to make sure
customer feel welcome an comfortable defiantly going to keep coming back

Brittney S.



Hannah at the Milwaukie office is sweet, friendly and will be 100% honest with what works best
for your skin! She makes sure you walk out of there with a big smile on your face!

Jennifer H.

Julia rocks she's always so sweet every time I come in :) I love her working for bogo

Rhiann D.

I see her extend the same courtesy and professionalism to other clients as they come in. With
two other tanning salons close-by, one of the biggest reasons I continue to go to BOGO is
because of Hannah's exceptional service.

Kj C.

Walk in for a spray tan today, and was treated well. I got a compliment and the room was clean
and ready for me, and simple to use. I love the color they suggested, and when I went to clean
the machine, the sanitizer automatically came out of the walls and cleaned it for me. Thanks so
much, I feel pretty!

Mariah M.

Love this place!! The tanning beds are always CLEAN and the staff are friendly and helpful! I
started coming here for tanning and soon fell in love with all of the med spa services! I love the
tech AND the microdermabrasion has made my skin more clear and even toned than ever!
Looking forward to my next appt!

Kristina H.



I absolutely love coming here! The girls are all amazing and they have the best deals! I get the
micro-needling done twice a month and I do the red light bed and it has helped get rid of my
scars and dramatically and the red light helps with my cramps! And since I signed up for that
they gave me some other free services to try out! I highly recommend coming here!

Tabatha C.

Tanning and more. Something for Everyone. Great Products! Great People! Great Prices! In
Business 17 years. This place Rocks!

Rebecca B.

My experience at BOGO has exceeded my expectations for the past couple of years thanks to
Olivia who raves about how good the products were. She was able to make me a custom
package that worked for my needs. Thank u bogo team and Olivia.

Cheyenne M.

Everyone go to BOGO Olivia helped me learn about spray tanning and get me a package with
versa spray tan! I wade by convinced and she told me I would love it and it changed my
wedding I was so happy I came back after my wedding signed up for a package! Thank you
Olivia and BOGO :)

Mckenzie M.

First time I came in to this tanning salon I got a warm welcome from angel. She helped me and
explained how all the beds worked & was very polite and kind. She offered her help at any time
& I look forward to coming back & seeing her again. She's truly a very sweet girl and I
appreciate her great service

Staci H.



Every time I go into bogo and the girl Rylie is working, I feel so welcomed. She always
remembers my name and my code and I just feel the most friendly vibes when she's there. I
absolutely love bogo and love Rylie! I highly recommend this tanning salon, and if your going to
buy a package, buy it from Rylie!! She's AMAZING

Steve H.

Great staff great tanning and lots of other Spa options I would highly recommend this place to
anybody I drive all the way from Gresham just to come here!

Terri L.

This is by far the BEST tanning salon anywhere! Jennifer Saeger answered every question I
had and made me feel like I was at home. Her upbeat and positive personality really picked me
up after a stressful, difficult day! Thank you Jennifer for a wonderful tanning experience! I will
definitely be back and recommend BOGO tanning salon to all my friends!

Caitlin M.

I absolutely love coming in when jennifer is working!!! She does the best and she's always on
her feet constantly moving. She greets customers with the biggest smile and sincere how are
you doing today!! Keep it up girl!!! If you want a tanning package be sure to ask to see jennifer!

Sarah L.

A big shout out for excellent customer service...Rebecca and Jon! Thank you for taking the time
to talk to me,help me out with my package and make my day ;] Sarah Lownsdale

Linnette M.



Thanks Becca,
Any time I need help or have questions about tanning at your salon you're always there to help
thank you so much for a great experience.

Wayne C.

The Oregon City facility is as good as it gets.
Super staff, professional, extremely courteous and helpful and very professional.
Equipment is always in tip top condition.
Facility is clean as a whistle.
best tanning salon I've ever used. Highly recommend.

Angelina Harper

Sara A.

The staff is always very nice and welcoming and I always enjoy my appointments here. The
place is very clean and the laser hair technician is awesome!

Monica K.

I am rescinding a previous review since the owner reached out to me to resolve my issue fairly
and equitably. The services and facility are great. The cryo was great but just worked against my
health. It happens. Otherwise loved it. Very pleased with the owner taking the initiate to make
this right and will see if another service is right for me. Thank you John.

Racheal, Sophie Landreth

Shan M.



I've been a member here for over 6 years.
I love all of their services ... tanning, spray, red light therapy, infrared sauna, velaShape,
microNeedling, etc. and my very favorite is the CyroSkin***** they're always professional and
respectful.

Nikki A.

Rebecca and Jon are outstanding people. They have always cared about my happiness and
satisfaction each and every time I come in. The salon is always clean and inviting with friendly
faces there to great you as you walk through the door. They genuinely care about their
customers happiness and will do everything they can to make ensure that you enjoyed your visit
and make you wanting to come back. Highly recommend!!!!! 10/10!

Mac M.

Best tanning salons in Oregon without a doubt.

Elliott Omlin

Cryo after sprained ankle to help with swelling and healing. Can’t beat the first time deal

Rayleen Kennedy

The manager Rebecca The owner Rebecca she is wonderful lady

Crystal Brady

Ellis J.



I recently just bought a tanning and micro-needling package at this location. I love that the
prices are reasonable compared to other tanning/medspa locations in the Portland area. The
staff are all so friendly and wonderful. I felt that they truly cared about me.

Jennie L.

I was a member for many years, with a little break in between.
I really enjoyed my visits, here. I'd always walk in feeling so-so and walk out feeling great!
The employees were always... (Ok, most of the time!) so friendly and I'd get to know them, so
15 minute visits turned into half hour visits because we'd have to catch up a bit.
It was fun to get to know people.
But, everything was always so clean and nice. Just the way you want when you go to a spa or
anyplace to pamper yourself.
The machines were always working and in good repair. I just loved it!
Now I live too far away. I sure miss having a tanning/feel good place near by!
Jen

Lori M.

The staff is very friendly, the environment is pleasant, the inside is Very clean.

Brittany L.

Great little salon! Although i do wish med spa services were available at all the locations, but its
not too big of an inconvenience and they are very understanding an have offered a discounted
price for having to travel, how thoughtful. I dont know another salon that would even consider
something like that. thank you team bogo!! What a top tier move on your part!!

Michael Hoffman

The oregon city shop is close to home but I prefer the one at Milwaukee market place.



Gema G.

Bought Chryo-Therapy membership from Bogo cause of back injury. Loved the treatment a lot.
The cold theraphy really helped my back pain and aches. After 1 month of treatment, I can
finally go back to my weight training. Would definitely recommend this place to my friend and
family.

Jas Schuu

Marie C.

I refuse to tan or take my business elsewhere!! While I moved away I was forced to tan with
another salon, it was not the same, made me miss Bogo so much!! I've never had a bad
experience with Bogo everyone is welcoming and very professional, and having met the owners
if something ever seemed off I know that they would do their best to rectify and make things
right, but there has never been an issue!!! Highly recommend and they have multiple convenient
locations so glad I don't have to go anywhere else!!! Bogo will always be my tan and med spa
home

Donna Davis

Great place!! Great people!!!

Josephine Jaramillo

They're my guardian angels.

Heather B.



Convenience with no hassle or wait! I was in and out! Staff is friendly and the beds are nice!

Td H.

I went in to BOGO with a 1 month sunset tanning Groupon so I wouldn't get burnt on my trip to
Mexico, I thought all I needed was the sunset bed but when I was learning about all the heath
benefits the sales associate Olivia helped me make the best depiction for the look of my tan and
the health benefits and went with the amazing diamond bed which is the best tanning bed I've
ever used in my life. After my Mexico trip I came home with out anyhow of burn thanks to the
diamond high pressure bed at Bogo

Breianne Hall

Sam O.

They are one of the best places to tan. Affordable clean and the staff is always great . Would
highly recommend them to everyone packages for everyone

Holly H.

I've been a long time customer at Bogo Tanning. Everyone that works there is super friendly.
They make me feel like, I'm at home. There's not too many places like this anymore, today I
wasn't having the best day when I saw Rebecca and her bright smile smile she was determined
to turn it around, she even upgraded me to the better bed just to make sure I felt good when I
left . Thank you so Much l for making me feel special in this crazy weird world we live in today.

Jamie C.

I don't know many places Where you can treat yourself to a self-care spa day like you can at
Bogo Tanning, the cryo- therapy is amazing and life changing I have never felt better. I have
mild scoliosis and back pain and this completely takes it away. The red light therapy has made



my stretch marks and scars completely disappear I no longer can see them after having two
kids it's a Amazing!!! And not to mention micro needling I was skeptical at first but after a few
sessions I could clearly see the difference and everyone thinks I'm a lot younger than I am It's
such a compliment and I highly recommend it!!!

Billy Groff

EPIC

Brie B.

Amazing! I love this place, the staff is friendly, and always quick to help me with any of my
needs and questions. I've been coming here for tanning, and started the cryotherapy to help
after a accident, and it's help tremendously! Not only has it help speed up my recovery, but I
also feel more energized throughout my day. Thank you team BOGO!

Dylynne C.

bogo tanning / Med spa / cryo , is the best salon if you want to feel like ur at home with family .
The best and most friendly staff I have encountered in a long time and they really do ur best to
make you feel at home , memberships are super easy and understandable and the beds +
spray tanning are amazing.

Alice Bringelson

Heather Renee Myers-Nolen-Howard

Wow I've never been anywhere that offers so many different kinds of services that give me such
satisfying results. The team is amazing. Rebecca the owner really cares about her customers
and makes sure you feel like a princess. Mendy the master aesthetician has made me so much
skinnier in such a short time i'm blown away. And is the best for skin care services even on my



sensitive skin. Tabby always makes sure I get just what I need and is so personable with her
clients you walk out every time feeling 100% better then when you walked in

Janet Robbins

Great the staff is wonderful they have lots of options besides tanning they have med spa at the
Milwaukie and tualatin

McKayla B.

Very clean, amazing beds, the cryo therapy is so good for weight management and also pain! I
use it for both and I can really tell the difference. I've also been using the red light for 3 months
and I can tell the difference in my scars and the way my skin feels I recommend 100%, the
spray tan booth here makes you look so bronzed and flawless, and it takes a max of 3 minutes!
Anyone wondering where they should go to tan, red light or work on weight, goto BOGO
tanning. They have so much more to offer then just tanning. They also have a med spa ! Best
prices in town !

Katie Scott

I always have a wonderful experience at the Milwaukie store. Staff is always kind and
knowledgeable and management/owners are great too.

Patrick Michael Olstad

Location's convenient and the personnel are always nice. The rooms & the beds are always
clean and I highly recommend this salon.

Jessica Kaliszewski

Great customer service



Jessica G.

My personal experience at bogo tanning has been nothing but spectacular!!!! Everything from
the beautiful outstanding staff members specifically, Mckayla, who always gives 150%
outstanding helful advice on products and services along side of her hard work and dedication
to the store!!! I have never been so attended to before when it comes to customer service in a
tanning salon and I have been to many!! The store was spotless and smelled so amazing I didn't
want to leave! All of the services I tried were amazing and I was 100% satisfied with all of my
results! The cryo specifically was spectacular! I felt the results right away and will continue to
use it! I felt energized, rested, my pains and aches were gone and the next day I felt like a
whole new person! The tanning beds at bogo are top notch and I couldn't be happier with my
results! All of the lotions mckayla recommended were so fabulous I won't buy from anyone else
because my tan lasts for days and I am so happy with my results I will not go anywhere else to
tan or get products. I love this place! It is by far the best experience I have ever had when it
comes to customer service, products, quality and personal experience! The expert advice is
ongoing and the deals are so affordable I cannot pass up! I highly recommend this salon to
anyone and everyone I know! You will not be disappointed or misguided when it comes to
products, services and knowledge. They definitely know what they are doing and super friendly,
they make you feel like family! I get so many comments all the time on my tan and skin and I
always tell everyone "I got it at BOGO!" Mckayla made me so comfortable and tended to my
every need, this is my second home and I will be a lifetime member!

Jacqueline P.

I love this company. Rebecca the Owner is the Best. They have everything you need to get
Totally Beautified and looking your best in a clean professional environment. BEST of all the
customer service is top-notch and has that local friendliness one rarely receives at commercial
chain salons.

Brandi O.

I've been to a lot of tanning salons in my life, and this is by far my favorite company. McKayla
was running the store when I came in for a spray tanning package and she was an absolute
star. She went over every position I needed to stand in, to make the spray tan the best possible.
She was so helpful. The store was really clean, and the deals are great there. I 110%
recommend BOGO tanning, especially the Oregon City location. My spray cam out beautiful!



Julie Blaser

Cheyenne M.

This tanning salon is amazing!! The workers are always so helpful especially the owners
Rebecca and Jon, I can always count on them to fix my account if something goes wrong they
are always quick to respond! Whenever I go in if there's a wait they will upgrade me in a bed so
I don't have to wait. They are such kind people I will never tan anywhere else!

Maria E

******** at happy valley is the best worker I have ever seen!! I come just for her!

Victor M

******** its the best I will recommend her anytime I love coming here and she makes me feel like
home

Kasey R.
Bought a tanning package from cheyenne, she is always so great when I come in and
welcoming! I purchase all my lotions from her. She is very nice.

Lisa N

**** * at BOGO is so knowledgeable on all their products and services. She is always very polite
and represents the company with upmost professionalism. I highly recommend going and see
her!

Shawn F



Been going to Bogo for a little hole now and enjoying their services. It wasnt until **** showed
me how much I could save through the package deals they have. At first I was hesitant until I
really started to think about how much Ive been going. I cant thank **** enough for her
suggestions, which I am very glad I followed!! Wonderful services and very kind too.

David N

I visited this location and I am fairly new to tanning. Im really glad *** was there to help me
figure out what tanning options would be best for my skin. She was very friendly and asked me
the right questions to help narrow things down. I ended up having a great experience, had some
color and glow after only a few sessions without having discomfort!This location was very clean
and my experience with the girl on staff helped make it a friendly and welcoming environment.I
would highly recommend this location to anyone thats in the area and needs tanning services!

it's epic 01

Connie K

I love **** and trust them with all of my self care needs. **** was amazing in helping to set me
up with a package with a great price to meet my wellness goals. Visiting and doing red light
therapy, cryotherapy, nanoneedling, ******** slimming and toning and emslim is something I look
forward to each week. **** was knowledgeable, friendly, warm and made me feel welcome and
wanted. They take such good care of me at Bogo. She always remembers me by name and
encourages me toward reaching my wellness goals. I recommend BOGO to anyone who is
interested in tanning or med spa procedures. Their staff and atmosphere is unparalleled.

Ashlee Neal

Nicholas L



Been coming to bogo tanning for more than 3 years now every time I come into the ********
location dakota makes it super easy to check-in to tan and always has a great attitude when
coming in!

Terri L

Been going to Bogo for many years! ****** is super great with customer service and the owners
are the best!

Tom C

I highly recommend BOGO Tanning. The owners **** and ******* are great. There are many
options to choose for for skin care and weight management. A special thanks goes to **********
for showing me the spa capsule. Clean facility knowledgeable technicians and everybody is very
very friendly.

Asmaa S

************** is the best aesthetician I have ever had. She helps address my needs and her
service is amazing. I would highly recommend her for all your services.

Shanatha M

****** is professional and always has a smile on her face.

Nicole D

******** is a wonderful employee . She knows everyones names and always finds ways to
connect to her customers.



Milena F

I get laser by ***** at Bogo Tanning and Med Spa in ********. She is amazing. So happy with my
results!!

Tassi J.

went to bogo tanning today in tualatin! I had a fantastic over view of products, tanning beds, all
my questions were answered. I was not pushed to buy anything nor did she rush through the
information. I was speaking to the owner who I found to be very honest. what a great change
from other places I went to! started my tanning today and love how I was treated!

Jaclyn B

**** has Great customer service skills, the girls were Very welcoming!! Training on the go was
cohesive and pleasant. Good job girls!! ?? Jaxx

Mai L

Been coming to BOGO for over 2 years and I love everything that is offered here. The tanning
beds are good quality and the med spa has so many awesome options. I love the staff here too.
They are super friendly and helpful. When I get to see the owner, *******, she is such a pleasure.
But both ************** are amazing. They make me feel like I'm just one of the girls when I come
in!

Peaches P

I absolutely love my even, dark, and timeless spray tan from the Versa at BOGO Tanning! *******
is a great example of what the results will look like and can also help you purchase a
membership for yourself or sessions you may share with a family member! Go in and see her
friendly face!

Carley S.



i'm so happy at bogo tanning thanks to Olivia and Cheyenne! I signed up and both of them
make me excited to see them every day! They helped me get a package that was right for me!
Both of them have a smile on there face and make a reason to get excited to tan! :) thank you
Cheyenne and Olivia for teaching me what a cocktail tan in !

Glen O

The staff here really make the place. ******** is amazing.

Monty F

Weve been members at BOGOs for years. ******** has been the best at customer service and
friendliness. And thats saying a lot as weve joined many tanning salons in our life. My wife and I
are always happy to see her when we go tanning!Keep up the great work ***********************

Anna C

I luv coming here **** **** is my favorite and shes very knowledgeable about everything which is
so helpful for all of us. Shes pleasant and positive and nobody cleans the beds like **** ****!!! Im
serious about that too. She knows her job! She helps me with choosing products and I luv my
after tanning lotions. She sets a good example for other workers. Sets the bar high which is
great for the owners. Good to come and red light and tan something for me. Thanks **** ****
thanks **** and *****!!

John Adams

Jennikka R



I have been going here for just shy of a year now. ******************* staff. Spa 10/10 cleanliness.
I have been getting hair removal since November and is working well for me. Tanning, red light
is amazing with removing scars. I luv bogo its a family owned business which im always down to
support.

Shannon Childress

Donna Davis

I COULDN'T GET THROUGH THE WINTER WITHOUT YOU !!! Red light, Cryo, Vela, Fit Wrap
and just a touch of tanning keeps me from getting depressed in these ICKY months ... Thank
you !!!

Cindel Green

Bonnie Kessler

Love this place. Great staff

Kate

Sarah is the absolute best and so is Stephanie! I highly recommend the Tualatin location
because of them.

Tim Phillips

This place is so clean and they are so sweet .. I like this place so much I am will to drive 30
miles



Angelina Muhoberac

Robert Hara

This place is the absolute BEST! Reasonable, friendly, great beds, and they offer a whole host
of services beyond tanning! Go here and experience a rejuvenation that is at a very reasonable
price!

Stephanie Harris

Mindy did a very thorough job on my laser!! I was very happy. She seemed to genuinely care
about making my area hair free! She works on Saturday. Thank you Mindy.

Kenneth Bradley

Ritchie Bristol

I enjoy tanning at this location they are great , thanks Stephanie for providing a great service to
the area!

Donna Brown

Awesome staff very friendly!!!!

Patrice Boaden



Great place

Willow Kessell Oelke

Great customer service and the owner is dynamite! They don't try to sell me something
everytime I go in either, which I really appreciate!

TT Lynn

I have been a customer of Bogo Tanning since 2004, I don't go anywhere else, the staff is great
and the owners are very the best! I will definitely be a Bogo Tanning lifer! I love you guys!

Leslie Klusman

I wouldnt go anywhere else for tanning services. They offer many other services as well and you
are not going to find friendlier staff than those at BOGO!

Leah Moo

I LOVE all their services

Jason Geil

Great value

Britina Edwards



K. B.

I have been a member of Bogo for many years and enjoyed the services at many of the Salons
amazing customer service and great staff salons are always clean!!!

Nick Long

I've been going in for a few months now and had nothing but good experiences with them. I've
actually made friends with a lot of the people that work here too, which is always nice having
people that genuinely care about your day. They've been upgrading memberships and
equipment for tanning ever since I got there. It's very conveniently located.

Maria Kim

I have been going to the Wilsonville location for about a year and a half now for laser
treatments. All the ladies who have given me treatments are very sweet, personable, and
down-to-earth. I am currently getting treatments from Kelly and find that she is thorough, clean,
and organized. I love her personality and look forward to our catch up talks whenever I go. I
originally purchased treatments through groupon and then I bought another package through
the store itself for lifetime treatments. I love it!

Anna Oganyan

Great customer service, the GM is awesome and the girl upfront was very helpful..extremely
pleased with my experience today :)

Zachary S.

Ritu Trissell



I have been going at this place for about a year and never had a bad experience. The first time,
I went there after I purchased a groupon and I have purchased 3 more services since then and
I've been more then satisfied with their services. Eman does a wonderful job. She has great
customer service skills and makes me feel so comfortable with her knowledge about her job.
Josh is great as a manager and I think, he should be given a raise.

Afsaneh Amini

I have been getting laser with Eman and I can not say enough about her, how caring and
wonderful she is. She is the best, she doesn't only treat you, she goes beyond it and cares
about you, she is like a friend and I have always been so happy after every single treatment I've
had with her. I absolutely recommend her to all of my friends and I can not be thankful enough
to her. She is AWESOME!

Jamie Collins

I have been tanning here for quite sometime. I have been tempted to try the MedSpa but have
hold off for quite sometime. I finally gave it a go and I don't know why I didn't try this sooner, I'm
so happy with my results.

N. A.

Jamie Savage

I love to tan here. I don't know why the other users have complaints, but I've always have had a
great experience at islands tanning.

Kendal Morrison



CLEAN!!! I love the beds, I love the employees, and I always get a great deal on my tanning,
laser hair removal, and the products I love! Keep it up Islands!

Chelsea Humphrey

Wow, all of these bad reviews sound pretty ridiculous. I've been tanning with Islands Tanning for
over 3 years now and have tanned at almost all locations and have never had an issue. All the
staff are friendly at all locations and it's always very clean. I'm a student so when it comes to
tanning it's definitely something i want to do and not a need, and they understand that and have
always made a package to fit my budget and HAVE NEVER TRIED TO RIP ME OFF! Not only
do i tan here but I've been able to get all my friend to come to Islands to get their tan on! WE
ALL LOVE IT.

Leona Gwynn

Anna S

I have been a client since October 2022 and wouldnt dream of switching salons. When I had
first stopped in, I had been looking around for a good fit in terms of price and location for a
monthly membership. I was able to get an amazing price for what I was looking for and I love
that the memberships include access to multiple locations. *** tried out a lot of places and have
never encountered people who go so far out of their way to make you feel welcome and
comfortable. I may have started as a client because of the prices and proximity, but I definitely
stayed for the customer care, personalized service, and absolutely wonderful people I get the
opportunity to catch up with every time I come by. I would say this place is unparalleled in terms
of the positive energy of the employees as well as their knowledge of the services the salon
offers. When I walk through the door, Im greeted by a smiling face and it means a lot to have a
place like that be part of my daily routine.

Taylre M

I have worked for BOGO tanning for the last almost 4 years and they have been extremely loyal
to me as an employee. I run and manage our happy valley location and I take pride in this salon
and all of clients that know me know I always try my best to give outstanding customer service.



The clients are the most important thing and you alllllllll are the main reason I love my job.
Getting to know your clients on a day to day bases and seeing those same smiles everyday is
rewarding. If you enter the happy valley location youll noticed it smells good and is spick and
span some of the clients say every time I come in youre cleaning that makes me feel good
cause I know they enjoy having a clean place to tan as I enjoy having a clean place to work.
Come on in and see me and you will get a killer deal you wont be able to turn down no doubt
and youll get to meet me!!!!

Jenn C

I have always had wonderful experiences since my very first visit ** 2007! There is no other
place I would go for my tanning, cryotherapy, and med spa needs. The staff and med techs are
friendly, knowledgeable, and welcome me with a smile every time I visit the ******** always feel
110% better when I leave than when I came in. Its like a mini vacation from my busy life. I am so
grateful for the owners who have provided a clean, warm and inviting atmosphere where I can
come to relax. I highly recommend Bogo!

Olivia B.

Cheyenne at BOGO helped me when I was unsure about the versa spray tan to get a
membership! I was unsure because my friends get orange from other tanning salons... Let me
tell you I have never been more happy with a decision thanks to cheyenne my tan looks 100%
better then all my friends thank you BOGO and cheyenne :)

Ana L.

I'll join in on the chorus of praise. This place rocks! The 7 minute tanning beds are impressive. I
love the spray tan add on. The owner is great. She alerted me to the fact that I had a flat tire
(always in hurry, I was driving away) called her husband down to put spare on. WOW! I will
forever love and refer Bogo Tanning. Thank you Becca

Logan K



I love the new Tualatin location it's super clean and always surpasses my expectations. Dakota
is great at taking care of everyone and meeting all of our tanning and medspa needs. Will
continue recommending this location to anyone in need of beauty services!

Lucy K.

This is one of the cleanest and most welcoming tanning facilities I have ever been to. I always
enjoy my time here and appreciate the small details and extra mile that the staff always goes to
for me. Dakota is a great associate and always takes her time to ensure my experience is more
than great!!

Pedro G.

I like all the good oil here.... its so nice. So I never remember the nameof my favorite but the
one lady Ann elisa knows what is good for keep my skin healthy and reminds me when I walk in.
feels like familia here, something I miss from Bolivia.. Even tho Im 58 I feel so young and
energize'd at Bongo tan.

Glenn B.

Great friendly and knowledgeable staff. Ann Lisa in particular is a great asset.

Elena K.

annalisa is wonderful ! so nice love talking with her when I come ! great customer service!

Ashley M.

I've been coming here forever, the owners have always done an exceptional job taking care of
all of their customers! The staff is amazing, Dakota really stands out with her warm welcoming
and 10/10 service ^-^



Thanks!
Ashley Matthews

Tom C.

Kudos to the team at the Milwaukee facility. The owners John and Rebecca are very friendly
knowledgeable and helpful. A very big thank you goes to Jen C. For introducing me do the
Sonia capsule (my time machine). The Sonia capsule has done wonders for my back issues
and an added bonus the numbness in my fingers it's almost gone. I highly recommend BOGO
Tanning.

Nada A.

Susan F. is the best aesthetician I have ever had. She helps address my needs and her service
is amazing. I would highly recommend her for all your services.

Majida N.

You need to give them a chance. They deserve 10 stars out of 5. The owner, Rebbeca, is
involved with the customers, always, not in some hidden office. She is a great person, with a
smile, all the time..we got an excellent service with herthank you beautifull

Hadley C.

I went in yesterday to get a spray tan for the first time and the workers were super helpful and
kind. They taught me all the stances and it was truly a pleasure!

Owen H.

great experience and the workers were very kind

John K.



I'm not exactly an expert tanner but when I showed up a few months ago Annalisa did a great
job helping me pick out a lotion and showing me around. Ive been going somewhat consistently
for the last four months now and I have to say that I love the vibe, the friendliness and the small
community of other members who I see come in from time to time. Now Im addicted!

Christie T.

Absolutely love this place always friendly staff. Very clean and they have the biggest baddest
beds in town!! Plus not to mention all their awesome med spa services this place is like a one
stop beauty shop if you want to have a day where I you get treated like a queen l would
definitely recommend.They even have laser hair removal how sweet it that 5 stars all the way !!
thank you Bogo Tanning for making me feel and look beautiful!!!!

Amy G.

The staff was amazing. Very personal and knowledgeable. Quick sign up and Best prices in
Portland Area.

Jamie C.

Love how everyday there are amazing deals, staff is helpful and friendly & keep such clean nice
cozy salons definitely recommend.

X. X.

Let me just say that after doing the Lumi Lift for approximately 6 months, a close relative came
to town and his first words to me were "Did you get a facelift?" I have had a double chin my
whole life, and it's been completely transformed. I am so happy that my account for unlimited
monthly tanning was upgraded to VIP monthly maintenance treatments! I feel so much better
about myself in my personal life as well as in public! It's thanks to the dedicated, hands-on
owners, Jon and Becca that make it what it is... Awesome! Thanks you guys!



McKayla B.

I love bogo tanning, Ive worked here for a year, my boss is the best, the enviroment is amazing
!! not only do we have tanning, we have red light, cryotherapy, med spa services !! great place
for anything you need, and employees are always there to help !!

Xpresso 2 U

Cryo is amazing.

Lauren L.

This is a very nice and professional tanning location. Each employee is knowledgeable and very
helpful. I have loved my experience here and always get complimented on my tans! I know that
my tans will be a safe experience and that I will see the results i'm looking for. I refer my friends
and family here all the time!! Definitely go in and atleast give it a shot, as sometimes they will let
you test options before buying into a plan. Their plans are affordable for what you're getting and
I 10/10 recommend them!! I have only been to this location but I have met the manager once
before and could tell that all the locations are likely ran with similar timeliness, care and
attention. Go try out Bogo Tanning!! They're wonderful!

Adriana D.

Great staff and I love the many different kind of services that they have and satisfying results.

Mariah M.

Best spa I've ever been to!! The salon is super clean and the staff are friendly and help you to
choose spa services that give the exact result you're looking for while remaining very
AFFORDABLE!

Vlad D.



Great place. Would highly recommend!

Rebecca B.

I was so happy with my spray tan! The place is clean and the staff super friendly. I can't wait to
try some of their new services! And a big shout out to Olivia for getting me in so past minute-i
appreciate your willingness to help me!

Patty H.

I love this salon! There's a reason it's a 5 star rating. This place has amazing staff and amazing
services! My favorite girl who works is Rylie, she is the sweetest thing! Always making me feel
very welcomed, and always attending to my needs! She's great, totally recommend this place to
anyone looking for a great tan! And if you want a package, go to Rylie!!

Ivy W.

such an awesome place! The Oregon City office has the sweetest staff!!!! She is so helpful and
nice! She is very willing to answer questions and assist. I really appreciate her!
Ask For Angel!

Kelly K.

Been going to BOGO Tanning for a year now. Absolutely love this place. They have amazing
staff that always make you feel welcome and never rushed when you have lots of questions like
I do. I have never tanned until I started going there and can only do the spray. I have never left
unhappy with the results!

Jaxon S.



I love coming to BOGO tanning and tanning! The staff and Olivia who signed me up are
excellent sales and made me feel so welcome! She helped me choose the right package for me!
and not to mention the salon is spotless and has a fun upbeat vibe

TD Haley H.

BOGO tanning is a great salon and spa services with a very clean and upbeat fun vibe. As a
guy I was a little hesitant to join a membership at BOGO but with great service ive never been
happier and not to mention Olivia helped me decided the perfect package for me

Kasey R.

Olivia is always so helpful when I come in! I bought a spray tan off Groupon and ended up
buying a spray tan package from Olivia because she was so nice and made the process easy
and understanding. She made me feel very comfortable and answered any and all questions I
had!

Heidi D.

Love to relax at the end of my day here. Whenever Cheyenne is working I always have a great
experience!

Allison W.

I came in this weekend for a spray tan and a cute young girl named Olivia helped me. She was
quite friendly and showed me around to all the beds and told me about the different services
that are offered. I really liked how well she explained everything and what the benefits were. I
didn't feel super pressured like at other tanning places. My tan looks great and I will definitely be
back for more! Thanks Olivia/Bogo!

Wendy H.



Love coming to the Tualatin location. Cheyenne introduced me into tanning and now I'm hooked
I come in every weekend. And I'm satisfied with the tanning results. I'm also interested in trying
out other services that Bogo offers

W. Matheny

Briquitta Gordon

Well I work there but they have the best prices and so many services!!

Ryan S.

I've been to multiple different tanning salons and by far the tualatin location is the best one yet,
what makes this one stand out from the rest is the amazing staff. Specifically cheyenne, she's
always a pleasure to see when I walk in and always remembers my normal routine. She makes
things effortless and truly tries to make your experience the best. If you see her working you
know everything will be clean and ready in no time. Highly recommend this location.

Daniela G.

Went in for my first time and Jennifer walked me through everything ! She was super nice and
helpful! The place was clean and nice will be back again :)

Diana W.

Thanks to #teambogo they have changed my whole thought process on the industry. The
people are very knowledgeable and sincere to my needs. I highly recommend this company and
its amazing atmosphere.

Ari W.



I have been a member for 5+ years, and have always been a happy customer. The owner works
with me on my packages depending where I am in life which is appreciated. If I ever have an
issue it is resolved quickly, with professionalism and always to my satisfaction . The owners care
about their business and the customers of. In no business ever are there 100% positive reviews
100% of the time. That is nearly impossible. Everyone has their own impression and
interpretation of their experience. My experiences here are definitely positive, and I would invite
everyone to choose Bogo as their Tanning destination.

Dedra S.

Had laser hair removal and my esthetician was amazing ! Great customer service and very
friendly . Tualatin location . I definitely recommend Bogo !

Joseph K.

Was great visiting Bogo Tanning & Med Spa. The technician was the best I've ever had. I really
enjoyed the red light bed and the customer service was 5 Star. I would recommend all friends
and family here. Thank you Bogo.

Jess C.

Best med spa in the Portland Metro area! (I've tried several) Exceptional customer service, the
owners are so awesome and they run this place the right way. You will feel welcome and really
pleased with the quality of the beds and all of the equipment. Highly recommend going to any
one of their locations for all your beauty needs!

M B.

Bogo's is the BEST for all your tanning, infrared & skincare needs! I have been to other salons
and none of the others even come close to Bogo's! My daughter and I have been going to
Bogo's for 3 years now & the staff always make us feel at home. They are always friendly,
helpful and willing to go out of their way to ensure a pleasant visit each time! The beds are all



state of the art and maintained and if bulbs burn out they take no time in changing them the
same day. that's awesome Bogo's
GO BOGO's

Tina R.

The staff in the Tualatin location was friendly and helpful when I did go there, and it was always
clean. They offer a variety of services, and always have specials. The women at the front desk
are more than happy to answer questions about all of their services; they are very busy but
always make time to speak with every customer. Corporate resolved an issue I had, and I am
please with the outcome.

Rachel D.

I had an issue with my tanning session yesterday, but today I received a call from the owner,
Jonny, who made everything right. I really appreciate that he took the extra effort to reach out to
me and extend a level of service that is beyond what many businesses are willing to do. I have
used both their UV tanning and spray tanning services here, and they are top-notch! They'll
make you feel like a valued customer no matter what. I highly recommend Bogo Tanning!

Tassi J.

I have been doing red light therapy for about 5 time in 4 weeks my skin is so soft! love the spray
tan I used the primer they sell and that stuff has made all the difference in the world. my tan is
all around even,last longer,skin is not dry! and the people there always make sure I have a
great time while I am there! love this place!

John S.

My wife wanted to try out Bogo Tanning in Milwaukie. We are recently retired and she felt it was
time that we pampered ourselves. I was skeptical at first. I am glad she talked me into it. We
have found the staff to be very professional and courteous. I am not sure where else you can
go and not only meet the owners of the business, but see them on a regular basis. You can tell
that Jon and Rebecca treat their business like it is their baby. They have done nothing but treat
us well and offer my wife the pampering she deserves at a very fair price. My wife enjoys the



microderm facial, red light therapy, hydration station and tanning. I personally use the red light
therapy, tanning beds and fit wrap. The fit wrap appears to really work! We couldn't be happier
and our adult daughter has joined as well based on our recommendation. She now does it all
too. Thank you to Rebecca and Jon. We appreciate all that you do.

Diana M.

I just want to say thank you to Jon and the employees at Bogo tanning! We were members for
the past year and appreciated the friendly staff and variety of services! They offer several
tanning options, as well as laser hair removal and many other services at 4 different locations.
I'd like to add that Charla is awesome for laser hair removal! She is friendly and she put me at
ease every time. I've experienced other technicians and she is very skilled at what she does! I
highly recommend Bogo!

Trent R.

Ownership is top notch and great customer service.

Ana L.

Bogo is rad. Thats the best way for me to really put it. You walk in on a Friday and its packed.
People tanning and medispa technicians welcome you as you come through the door.
The menu is fairly simple, a few memberships to select from all of which are fantastic beds. The
staff took great care of me as always. Went to San Francisco for while and tanning there does
not even compare to Bogo.
I rate 5 Stars always!

Rachel T.

Visiting from Las Vegas and just stopped in for a quick one time tan.
Clearly ran by a husband and wife who are the SWEETEST people EVER!!
Great environment, clean, friendly and welcoming.
Highly recommend!! When I come back I will definitely stop in for another visit!!!

Jake Klemsen



There has been a bad light in my package levels bed for over a month that has not been fixed. I
keep asking the desk employees to get the issue resolved to no avail. As a result I left a poor
review initially for this location but to my surprise the owner Jon took my issue seriously. He was
at the location working the front desk when I arrived to tan today and informed me that he had
fixed the light issue and has made sure that the same issue will not happen again. He was very
polite and helpful.

Caitlin M.

Melissa is the BEST employee there!!!!! Omg such great deals! Too bad she doesn't work more,
I'd like to see her around more often at OC! She needs more hours!! The clients get along with
her so well. Ya some of the employees have been rude like that boy mike. Or Justin, or Chrystal.
But Melissa is outstanding! She makes sure if anything goes slightly wrong she has the biggest
smile on her face and makes sure everything is taken care of!! Manager material!!!! I love going
tanning and seeing her!! I have a problem with my spray tan and she explained everything to
me and now it's perfect!! Omg I couldn't be more happy!

Dominic B.

BOGO Tanning is the greatest salon I have ever been to! The beds are nicer than any other
place I have been to, and I love their Versa machine!

Sadie R.

I originally made an appt. @ a different place to cool sculpting but didn't make it on time. Was in
a bind with time & found this place on YELP. Called for an appt that same day (March 12th) &
they got me in with no problem for the Vela Shape! AMAZING! Becca is great!
It was my first & I was very nervous. Much better then cool sculpting-no pain...
Becca, is the lady to go too. She made me feel at ease & she was so sweet. Set me up with
Charla & very attentive. Loved my experience & was suprised since it was my first time there. I
got 25% off.
This'll definitely be my place from now on.
Thank you, Becca!!

Rachael G.



Awesome value and great beds!!! I've had nothing but great customer service and clean beds...
Which is saying something compared to some other local tanning spots!

Kim G.

Had a Microdermabrasion with Chara after a bad sunburn wow oh wow now my skin glows. She
is great and makes you feel very relaxed. She also did a velashape treatment. It was efficient
and got up to temperature quickly. I think they have the right combination of staff. Fun and
upbeat but still professional

Colette E.

I have been going to this salon for 12 years now. I've used ALL the services! Charla did my
micro and my VelaShape treatments and WOW! Best micro I've EVER had and best Vela I've
EVER had. I hope she never ever leaves! The salon is cleaner than anywhere I've seen and the
staff is so helpful and always happy and upbeat. Obviously very well run and I'm a happy
customer!

Sandi M.

AWESOME staff. Services are the best for pain management while I'm waiting for surgery . I
would recommend anyone who has any aches or pains to try this place before putting another
painkiller drug in your system. You feel better. Loose inches,can tan or use massage tables, red
light therapy lights helps with any depression. Staff is so upbeat,helpful. The staff and Services
has helped me stay happy and positive during what could have been a painful depressing wait
for surgery.

Angie P.

I've been a loyal client for 9yrs and have always received great customer service at this location.
For the last 3yrs I've been having laser treatments with fantastic results. My last visit was with



the laser tech Tammy. I had to write a review cause she was so awesome! She was friendly,
thorough and knowledgeable! And they now offer online scheduling!!

Roxy B.

Had my first Microdermabrasion treatment with Tammy today. My face feels so good after the
treatment. Can't wait for my need appointment!!!

Colette M.

LOVE Bogo Tanning! Great selection of different beds including RED LIGHT THERAPY!! What
that has done for my skin is awesome! The Med Spa techs are so skilled and personable and
the staff is always very friendly. My favorite spa day includes a Velashape (gets rid of cellulite -
yay), a microdermabrasion, and red light, followed by a spray tan! I've been going to this
salon/spa for about 8 years and LOVE it!

Sheri M.

I love this place....Jon rocks....I have been a member for 4 yrs any problem I have ever had it
has been taken care of...jon has been so gracious..... the managers at tualatin eric and jen you
two rock..... I love kathryn and her technics.... she knows her stuff...I love the staff at tualatin
thay spoil you rotten....I have been through some shit this last two yrs and bogo has been my
place for peace.... I lv u guys... god bless you jon and staff.... I do lv the cocktail tan when I can
get one try it..you will lv it..... try tualatin my fav

Rebecca B.

I was so happy with my spray tan! The place is clean and the staff super friendly. I can't wait to
try some of their new services

William A.



I've been to other tanning places, but BOGO is upbeat and awesome! Love the music, the
friendly faces of the BOGO Tanning staff, and the bed selection. An employee suggested that I
try a "cocktail" by tanning in a bed, and immediately follow up with a Versa spray tan. OMG...it
looks awesome, and my girl said it's hot and I should keep doing it.
Personally, I prefer the diamond bed. The Magic 636 is perfect and gets great results. It's a high
pressure bed that tans several layers deep, and your skin keeps tanning itself over the next
couple of days because of how it works.
Everything is easy at BOGO. I walked in, the person at the desk answered all my questions and
explained how membership works. I was in a tanning bed within 10 minutes and all setup!
Highly recommend!!!

Priscilla P.

Definitely loving the changes that are happening! LOVE the name, love the prices, love the
atmosphere, but mostly LOVE the beds! They are always clean and the bulbs are hot. This is
one of the best tanning salons I have been to. When I first went in the girl at the counter was
really helpful and friendly, also my first tan was completely free! She said she wanted my
experience to speak for itself. They have so many beds that there is almost no wait time! I love
it!

Laura

May 15, 2023

Great service and helpful

Guest

April 26, 2023

I called Ahead of time to make sure there was somebody there that knew how to use the groupon,
went right in and was tanning in no time



Helpful

Amber

April 26, 2023

Very clean, staff was really nice and knowledgeable. Will enjoy my purchase!! Also, will continue to
use their services!

Helpful

Jane

April 16, 2023

Katherine was wonderful! Using my Groupon was so easy! I would definitely recommend.

Helpful

Joy

April 9, 2023

Alexis is great! The tanning is awesome as well. The staff make or break a place and Alexis made it!
:)

Helpful

Grace



April 7, 2023

Very kind, great service!

Helpful

LindaTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

April 4, 2023

Pleasant, friendly. Good micro.

Helpful

KimberlyTop Reviewer

March 14, 2023

Relaxing ambience ,great staff🌞🌴

Helpful

Guest



February 17, 2023

I bought 3 spray tans from Groupon. The girl that helped me was very nice she explained everything
in detail..awesome customer service, spray tan turned out awesome! Highly
recommend....thanks..Mary

Helpful

CindyTop Reviewer

February 10, 2023

Nice place nice people

Kate

February 3, 2023

The process of getting signed up for a month of tanning was easy, painless, and friendly. And
the specialist working on my first day, even gave me a full-time on a nice bed to give my tan a
boost! They made it easy for me to get anything I needed, and the customer service at the HV
location is fabulous

Helpful



ElizabethTop Reviewer

September 21, 2022

It was a great experience I loved the treatment and my facial skin looks even better than I
hoped for. I was afraid it was going to be painful but it's not at all. The staff is very good and
everyone is very kind and friendly. I would recommend this place highly

Helpful

Cailey

September 2, 2022

The girl working was very knowledgeable and enthusiastic about tanning and very helpful!

Helpful

Stacey

August 12, 2022

THE STAFF IS AMAZING! The salon is clean and comfortable :)

Helpful

Jennifer



July 29, 2022

Went finally and had a great experience. The beautiful professional young lady was friendly,
knowledgeable, and very helpful. I believe her name was Christy. She knew the answer to all my
questions. She gave me a tour. She sold me on upgrading. I luv getting help by someone so
passionate about their job. Thank u girl🌈🦄

Helpful

AshleyHelpful Reviewer

July 18, 2022

The lady was so nice and didn’t pressure me into buying anything I didn’t want or need. I
haven’t been back in many years because the sale pitches were getting to be to much for me.
I’m glad to see things have changed for the better and it makes me want to keep going back.

Helpful

KathrineTop Reviewer

July 11, 2022

Friendly, informative staff in a wonderfully clean salon.

Helpful



Monia

May 27, 2022

Amazing! They go above and beyond for you!!

Helpful

KatrinaTop Reviewer

April 26, 2022

It was great

Helpful

TonyaTop Reviewer

April 22, 2022

I had an amazing experience at Bogo Tanning & Med Spa, the customer service was personable
as I was provided an exceptional service and received great laser treatment. I look forward to
returning for my next laser treatment.

Helpful



TJTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

March 27, 2022

A no nonsense and efficient experience which is exactly what I look for. Clean, easy parking,
friendly folk.

Helpful

Guest

March 26, 2022

They handled my coupon quickly and seemed to appreciate that I was using it! Great staff and
the facilities were very clean!

Helpful

RobbinHelpful Reviewer

March 25, 2022

Very sweet and kind receptionist. Makes all the difference in the world.

Helpful



GRACEHelpful Reviewer

March 20, 2022

I love this place. Talk about no stress tanning. I’ve been to probably every tanning salon in the
Portland metro area over my lifetime and every single one pressures you to buy expensive
lotion and buy a more expensive package. This is a clean salon, great equipment, affordable
tanning lotions, and a lot of different tanning options. The staff is wonderful. So kind and so
nice.

Helpful

KathleenTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

February 6, 2022

Friendly staff, they even let me try the red light therapy to see if I want to purchase a package. I
recommend this place for tanning.

Helpful

Guest

December 15, 2021

Great facility, helpful staff and my joints are thanking me.

Helpful



L

Lisa

October 29, 2021

Flexible scheduling, informed staff, many spa treatment options and an overall lovely vibe.
Highly recommend.🤩

Helpful

Suzie

September 22, 2021

Loved my technician!! Best microderm i have had!!

Helpful

Renee

July 28, 2021

Love everything there especially Tabatha really makes you feel welcome :) Definatly love going
there at Clackamas.

Helpful



Amanda

July 10, 2021

Great customer service. Very happy with this facility, would highly recommend.

Helpful

YesiTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

June 27, 2021

Fast service and friendly front desk :)

Helpful

Sheri

June 4, 2021

The girl at the front desk was new but was amazing and so sweet and welcoming!!

Helpful

Tracie



May 20, 2021

Customer service

Helpful

JonathanHelpful Reviewer

April 19, 2021

I have never been tanning before and I was helped by a wonderful rockstar of a woman named
Nicole. She went above and beyond and made me feel very comfortable. She also ran out to
her car to let me use her lotion. Thank you Nicole you made my day better.😁

Helpful

NicoleTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

April 12, 2021

Clean beds, nice staff, after my groupon I will continue to tan here.

Helpful



Amy

April 3, 2021

Great customer service. Great group of women! Excited to do my treatments.

Helpful

Robert

April 1, 2021

Easy and efficient

Helpful

Guest

March 29, 2021

Extremely friendly service! It was the first cryotherapy experience ever, and turned out to be a
fun one with noticeable benefits about an hour later! Exceeded expectations

Helpful

Denise



March 29, 2021

Had a very nice experience with Marshall here. Very knowledgeable and made the spray tan
experience easy and fun.

Helpful

ASHERTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

March 27, 2021

Great experience at Bogo Tualatin with Skyler for my microdermabrasion. So much more than a
simple quick skin treatment. It was a full blown facial with hot towels, potions , lotions and a
clay mask treatment. Much better than the spa treatments at triple the price I have had. Don’t
forget to tip your friendly talented advanced aesthetician when you visit.

Helpful

Karly

 

March 16, 2021

Efficient and friendly!

Helpful



Sahar

 

March 12, 2021

She is the Best .. thank you girl

Helpful

SherryTop Reviewer

 

March 8, 2021

My husband and I went in to the Milwaukie location for our first time today, and Holly was
fantastic! She was extremely knowledgeable, super sweet and not pushy at all. I highly
recommend the Groupon, tanning and Holly!

Helpful

Kimberly

 

February 9, 2021

Very clean, I’ve been three times and my color looks great with their bronze package. The staff
is really friendly too!

Helpful



NicoleTop Reviewer

 

February 1, 2021

Friendly

Helpful

TerrieHelpful Reviewer

 

January 28, 2021

Great customer service

Helpful

EveTop Reviewer

 

December 18, 2020

Everyone there is nice. The place is clean and tidy

Helpful

ShannonTop Reviewer



 

October 20, 2020

Great customer service, let me try a couple of things to figure out what was best for me!

Helpful

Krista

October 7, 2020

The staff here are very nice and my technician was very thorough in the treatment and
explanation of what to expect. Very happy with my visit!

Amy

 

October 7, 2020

Customer service is absolutely wonderful!

Helpful

Carlota



 

June 26, 2020

Great service

Helpful

Krista

 

June 17, 2020

Very professional and clean! I would definitely recommend.

Helpful

Crystal

 

June 10, 2020

The help was knowledgeable, professional & kind. I will definitely tell people to visit & return
myself.

Helpful

Ana

 

March 4, 2020

Everyone involved with my experience was kind and helpful. They patiently answered all of my
questions about laser & the packages (laser, tanning, etc.) that they offer, then explained in



depth the laser process for me. The establishment was clean, as was their machine. I am
extremely impressed with this place and can’t wait to go back for my next treatment!

Helpful

SharonTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

February 16, 2020

They are very professional and informative. I am going to use Cryo and Red Light to see if it
helps my arthritis and healing process after surgery. I will be a true test case. The facility is clean
and equipment is state of the arts. I am very excited to see my results.

Helpful

AnneTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

January 24, 2020

Schyler is great! And the laser they have for large areas is big enough to take no time at all.

Helpful



Carl

 

January 23, 2020

Some issues with getting multiple groupons, but Stephanie, the manager, was kind and
gracious, she ended up setting us up with a BETTER deal than all the groupons put together.
Thanks Stephanie!

Helpful

Holly

 

January 14, 2020

Very friendly and knowledgeable staff. They explained everything and answered all my newbie
questions without smirking!🤣 extremely professional.

Helpful

Jake

 

January 6, 2020

Helpful staff, quality equipment! Overall great experience.

Helpful



VeronikaHelpful Reviewer

 

November 20, 2019

Awesome laser technician. She was very professional, explained the process very well, and (from my
prior copious laser hair removal experience, having been both under-treated and burned at another
providers), used an appropriate setting to achieve results but not cause any harm. Front desk
receptionist was very friendly also. I would definitely recommend.

Helpful

Elizabeth

 

October 31, 2019

Amazing. Nicest people work there

Helpful

Tatum

 

October 10, 2019

I was met with great service and kind employees who were helpful and cheerful. Today was my first
of seven laser hair removal treatments for both Brazilian and Underarm, and am excited to work with
this company more.

Helpful



Fiona

 

October 8, 2019

Schyler is amazing!! Very knowledgeable and so sweet! I can’t believe how much less this hair
removal hurt than in the past!!

Helpful

DanaTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

September 24, 2019

Skyler and the front desk gals were lovely. No I just Hope the procedure works. Will know in time.

Helpful

Marie

 

September 14, 2019

Very first time tanning and she led me through how to do it, answered all my questions & had some
recommendations! Definitely recommending to my friends



Helpful

Bobbie

 

August 27, 2019

My son told me about cryotherapy and said I gotta try it! I did and it is amazing! It really helped with
pain and movement! Thx BOGO!

Helpful

Shane

 

August 4, 2019

Quick and easy

Helpful

Emily

 

June 14, 2019



Staff is super friendly and knowledgeable definatly very happy with my experience!

Helpful

Reagan

 

May 21, 2019

The staff is incredibly friendly and helpful. The beds are clean and well taken care of.

AlyshiaHelpful Reviewer

 

May 18, 2019

Young lady working was amazing. Great personality knows how the salon runs from front to
back. Very well spoken and sweet. Nice Experience on a friday afternoon. You dont have to use
groupon on one specific you. You can use it for package mentioned or -$30 off another level
package. Nice selection, educated inviting staff, clean, quality. Everything u need...

Helpful

Steffanie

 



May 17, 2019

Very friendly and helpful staff.

Helpful

J.

 

May 4, 2019

Super kind and helpful!

Helpful

Jennifer

 

April 25, 2019

I came in on the Monday after Easter and the woman at the front desk was so nice to give me
the special membership price they were offering over the weekend. Highly recommend!

Helpful

Mikhail

 

April 19, 2019



Not bad

Helpful

Shellee

 

April 3, 2019

Always enjoy coming to this bogo for services. The staff is always sweet and accommodating.

Helpful

Scott

 

February 18, 2019

Everybody at the Milwaukie location have been very nice. No hard up sells and no problem
using Groupon there as some people had said in reviews.

Helpful

Gene

 

January 13, 2019

They are very friendly, knowledgeable and helpful. Highly recommend.

Helpful



NancyHelpful Reviewer

 

December 27, 2018

Love this place! Staff is friendly and efficient. The beds are always clean and ready.

Helpful

Melanie

 

November 14, 2018

Friendly & fast.

Shiri

October 31, 2018

Great service and helpful!! Thank you

Helpful



Melissa

 

October 28, 2018

Love Bogo the staff is awesome and Knowledgeable and the owners really invest in their
business.

Helpful

VincentTop Reviewer

 

October 6, 2018

Love Schyler!

Helpful

AndreaTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

August 30, 2018

We purchased our Bogo tanning Groupon because we were planning to go on a Caribbean
cruise and people talked about getting badly sunburned. We went to the Milwaukie location



and the staff was so nice and patient with our cluelessness. They were so welcoming and
explained everything thoroughly so we were comfortable with the process.

Helpful

SandyTop Reviewer

 

August 27, 2018

Great experience! So relaxing N

Helpful

Hannah

 

August 15, 2018

Friendly staff, great availability.

Helpful

ErinTop Reviewer

 

August 9, 2018

Nice staff!

Helpful



Robert

 

August 9, 2018

Great incredible deal. It's a good way to try their services. Highly recommend

Helpful

ChloeTop Reviewer

 

July 30, 2018

I love BOGO tanning. I always get a groupon when i see it. Be warned though, you can only use
1 groupon every 6 months. Just keep that in mind next time you go :)

Helpful

DebbieTop Reviewer

 

July 28, 2018

First time spray tanning and they walked me thru it. Very easy and good results

Helpful



Toni

 

July 13, 2018

Nice employees, clean place, never have to wait for a bed.

Helpful

Jennifer

 

June 1, 2018

Great experience. I had a poor spray tan experience before, so I was very cautious to try this
again, especially before a vacation. The employee was very helpful and went over the
instructions with me throughly. I would spray tan here again for sure.

Helpful

DeniseHelpful Reviewer

 

May 31, 2018

Employees are very nice. No wait I just go in and get my tan on.

Helpful



Kathy

 

May 18, 2018

They are wonderful

Helpful

MaryTop Reviewer

 

May 11, 2018

Bogo tanning suite in Raleigh Hills is the best tanning establishment I have been to!! Beds
always working, very clean, great staff. Shanatha is very helpful and friendly, answers all your
questions with a smile!!

Helpful

Danielle

 

May 4, 2018

Professional, friendly, knowledgeable and clean. Great affordable place!

Helpful



Shannon

 

May 2, 2018

This is a great place, knowledgeable staff, and very clean. It was an all around awesome
experience.

Helpful

Deborah

 

February 28, 2018

The staff was always friendly and helpful. I enjoyed my experience.

Helpful

TracyTop Reviewer

 

February 11, 2018

My technician is wonderful. The procedure is quick and painless.

Helpful



JeanTop Reviewer

 

October 30, 2017

Nice clean establishment and people professional and helpfuk

Helpful

Stephanie

 

October 13, 2017

Great friendly staff and very clean rooms!!! Love this place!!!

Helpful

MaureenTop Reviewer

 

August 31, 2017

great people

Helpful



AngelaTop Reviewer

 

August 28, 2017

Friendly, knowledgeable staff. Nice, clean, professional facility. Far superior to the last company
I used.

Helpful

Amy

 

August 10, 2017

The ladies here are helpful and friendly!

Helpful

SarahTop Reviewer

 

July 16, 2017

Excellent service, very friendly and attentive staff. In addition to being a fairly clean and
comfortable place to continue attending.

Helpful



TeresaTop Reviewer

 

July 8, 2017

Great customer service! Beds are always clean and bulbs are powerful. Great packages.

Helpful

Amanda

 

June 20, 2017

Really nice Women up front.. well one of them at least.. one didn't even look at me.. the nicer
one was very helpful answered my questions and made sure my friend and I had a pleasant
first time spray tanning. Well be back..

Helpful

Erin

 

May 25, 2017

Great service, friendly and helpful staff. Love Stephany and Shay.

Helpful

Janet



 

May 8, 2017

Never had to wait more than a minute or two. Staff was very friendly.

Helpful

VanessaTop Reviewer

 

May 1, 2017

The girls there are so helpful to get you in and out if you're on a tight schedule!

Helpful

WendyTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 
 

April 19, 2017

I had the microneedling done yesterday so I'll have to wait and see to comment on the results.
As far as having it done I was very pleased. Shay, I think that was her name, sorry if I'm wrong
was very professional and thorough. I definitely recommend her.

Helpful

HEATHERTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 



April 3, 2017

great customer service. Clean beds

Helpful

JanellTop Reviewer

 

August 12, 2016

I'm a newbie at spray tanning so asked a lot of questions. They were very patient in answering
all of them.

Helpful

Patricia

 

August 11, 2016

Quick service. Good location.

Helpful

Patricia

 

June 29, 2016

The Milwaukie salon is clean and cheery. The associates are very knowledgable and the
VersaSpa tan is beautiful.



Helpful

Rachael

 

May 31, 2016

Awesome beds and staff!!!!

Helpful

Jennifer

 

May 22, 2016

Super nIce!

Helpful

Anna

 

May 14, 2016

Pleasant people, they work with you on things. It's more than just tanning, they have spa
treatments.

Helpful

Susan



 

March 21, 2016

Nice staff. Clean rooms. Reasonable price for goggles $5.

Helpful

Bryan

 

March 19, 2016

Nice clean place

Helpful

Erin

 

March 12, 2016

This place is incredibly friendly! Keep in mind that this is only for the 7 minute bed. You also
need to buy $7 tanning goggles as it is the law. You must also have tanning lotion, so there are
a few mandatory purchases following the groupon! But if you tan, you know this already. Such a
great place.

Helpful

ChristineTop Reviewer

 

March 11, 2016



The scholls location has awesome staff

Helpful

Sarah

March 3, 2016

All the girls so are nice and give good deals to first timers!

Helpful

Stephen

February 25, 2016

Great place to tan...

Helpful

Samantha

February 12, 2016

They are very friendly!

Helpful

LynetteTop Reviewer



January 16, 2016

The technician was awesome! Very friendly folks!

Helpful

KristiTop Reviewer

 

January 12, 2016

They are very friendly and no pressure to try to upsell from the Groupon.

Helpful

SylviaTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

December 17, 2015

I like Darla (microdermabrasion tech) a lot! She's very thorough without being rough or pushing
too hard - she actually applies just the right amount of pressure - and she doesn't hesitate to
change the size of the exfoliating head so she can get right into the contours of your nose or
under the eyes with very gentle suction I also appreciate that she's grea...

Helpful

Amanda

 

October 29, 2015

Groupon asks too many survey questions



Helpful

Mike

 

August 25, 2015

Friendly atmosphere, answered all of our questions and showed us around Very clean!!

Helpful

RoseTop Reviewer

 

July 23, 2015

Very nice staff at the beaverton one, the beds are a little older and shorter but pretty powerful.

Helpful

Rick

May 15, 2015

Friendly staff.

Helpful

Larissa

May 15, 2015



I enjoyed my tan, they last about a week (spray tan) the employees are nice, and this is a great
deal.

Helpful

Vanessa

May 14, 2015

Great staff, nice and clean. Worth every penny. I have a beautiful soft tan for my wedding. Yay!

Helpful

DawnTop Reviewer

April 21, 2023

It’s Clean I appreciate that, but they always try to upsell you on everything. I ended up paying
$45 more to get a “better bed.”

Helpful

Ramona

 

February 15, 2022

As always, BOGO delivered.

Helpful

Lynette



January 21, 2022

Service was awesome, wasn't wanting a sales pitch for the membership after saying i wasn't
interested. Minor issue for wonderful service.

Helpful

Carole

July 31, 2021

My technician was very knowledgeable on all face care procedures and had great
recommendations for products that would help in achieving my skin routeen

Helpful

ShannonTop Reviewer

October 8, 2020

Great service and atmosphere

Helpful

TeresitaTop Reviewer

November 30, 2019



Laser hair removal tech was super nice and very patient with her first time client. Front desk
person could use a better bedside manner.

Helpful

Morgan

February 21, 2019

Very nice girls Great service Thank you :-)

Helpful

TanyaTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

September 4, 2018

Nice place and good customer service . The ventilation while tanning was not good. They used
tiny house fans to help keep you cool while tanning. It does not cool you down at all.

Helpful

Dayna

 

July 5, 2018

Sweet girls that made me feel very comfortable. Super clean!

Helpful



Rochelle

 

June 15, 2018

Let me say first off that my tan looked great! I definitely would go back based on their facilities!
However, I feel as if as soon as the front desk realized I was using a Groupon I became less of a
priority.

Launa

May 3, 2018

If you have a issue, they take care of it quickly.

Helpful

Deana

August 12, 2017

They go above and beyond and add in any extras that they have time for !

Helpful

Natalie

August 7, 2017



Haley is a wonderful front desk person! Warm, resourceful, listens well, knows her stuff, quick &
industrious! Pleasure to meet her! She set up my account smoothly, even tho the building was
having brown outs and had lost it's cooling. She made excellent recommendations for other
services - ex. dermabrasion!

Helpful

ChloeTop Reviewer

December 7, 2016

It is clean and the girl up front is really nice and helpful.

Helpful

AllisonTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

September 13, 2016

Really nice staff and very clean. Not very busy even during peak times, no wait on lunch break is
very nice.

Helpful

JenniferTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

October 19, 2014



Bring Goggles, they are not required but the lights can get bright.

Helpful

LaurenTop Reviewer

 

October 14, 2014

The staff is very nice and helped me choose the level of spray tan to use. They will definitely
work to up-sale you and get you a membership there, but at least they were not too pushy. I
would go back there, where as there are ones I will not

Helpful

Christa

 

September 25, 2014

Good Price.

Helpful

Sheree

 

August 23, 2014

Be aware that the groupon us only for the lowest level of spray tan. If you want to step it up a
level on the darkness, you have to pay an additional amount.

Helpful



David

 

August 14, 2014

Very friendly and helpful staff.

Helpful

Rachael

 

July 5, 2014

Very clean and staff is friendly!

Helpful

Lori

 

June 17, 2014

Listen for the "beep" in the VersaSpa so you know when to turn!

Helpful

JulieITop Reviewer

 

May 23, 2014



The gentleman explained everything before I began my first spray tan. He was very
knowledgeable about the process.

Helpful

Douglas

 

April 11, 2014

Make sure this place tells you ALL RESTRICTION with coupons and store policies. I when to 2
locations and got different restrictions from each location

Helpful

Piper

 

February 26, 2014

I had a great experience. The customer service was A+. The beds are very nice and clean.

Helpful

DawnTop ReviewerHelpful Reviewer

 

February 19, 2014

We are new to the Portland area and have paid ALOT more at other salons in the area to tan.
The staff at Islands Tanning are very friendly, the locationis convenient and they offer great
pricing on services. The interior is a bit dated; clean and nicely maintained however. But the
beds are fantastic and that's what really matters. Do not overpay for other...

Helpful



Denise

 

February 13, 2014

This has been the best Groupon I have invested in!! Thank you Island Tanning at Raleigh Hills!!

Helpful


